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I. INTRODUCTION 

China has emerged as the world’s largest manufacturer according to 
the United Nations, and China’s prevailing position in production is well 
instituted.1  In 2013, the value of China’s manufacturing on a gross 
value-added basis was 35.1% higher than that of the United States.2  In 
2013, China’s gross value-added manufacturing was equal to 28.9% of 
its GDP, compared to 12.1% for the United States and 18.7% for Japan.3  
With its enormous economic development and ambition to proliferate 
investment overseas,4 China has begun to seek greater returns from its 
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 1. See MARC LEVINSON, CONG. RESEARCH. SERV., U.S. MANUFACTURING IN INTERNATIONAL 
PERSPECTIVE 2 (2017), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42135.pdf.  The discussion about China’s position 
as a manufacturing giant has been prolific among policy watchers and economic projection experts 
regarding whether China may keep its position as a major global manufacturing source, China’s labor 
issues, and relevant policy orientations. See generally PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS, THE WORLD IN 
2050: WILL THE SHIFT IN GLOBAL ECONOMIC POWER CONTINUE? (2015), 
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/issues/the-economy/assets/world-in-2050-february-2015.pdf; John Ross, 
China Has Overtaken the US to Become the World’s Largest Industrial Producer,  KEY TRENDS IN 
GLOBALIZATION (Sept. 2, 2013), http://ablog.typepad.com/keytrendsinglobalisation/2013/09/china-has-
overtaken-the-us.html; CHRIS RHODES, MANUFACTURING: INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS (2016).  For 
discussion regarding China’s wages and relevant relocation of global manufacturing sites and a 
comparison of Asian countries, see generally The End of Cheap China: What Do Soaring Chinese 
Wages Mean for Global Manufacturing, THE ECONOMIST (Mar. 10, 2012), 
http://www.economist.com/node/21549956.  For consolidated data analysis, see generally County 
Profile: China, UNDATA, http://data.un.org/CountryProfile.aspx?crName=china (last visited Aug. 31, 
2016). 
 2. See WAYNE M. MORRISON, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., CHINA’S ECONOMIC RISE: HISTORY, 
TRENDS, CHALLENGES, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES 11 (2015), 
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/RL33534.pdf. 
 3. See id. 
 4. See generally Jamil Anderlini, China to Become One of World’s Largest Overseas Investors 
by 2020, FIN. TIMES (June 25, 2015), https://www.ft.com/content/5136953a-1b3d-11e5-8201-
cbdb03d71480 (discussing how China’s outbound foreign direct investment has gone from virtually 
nothing to more than $100 billion a year over the past decade, and how Chinese investment requires a 
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manufacturing clout by pursuing both higher-end commercial activities 
and more diverse elements of the manufacturing value chain.5 

Moreover, current trends show manufacturing-value creation and 
product value chains, cornerstones of modern global-sourcing practice, 
have grown increasingly segmented6 and globally distributed as 
multinational corporations dominate with aggressive investments.7  
Through this segmentation, key pillars and functions of global sourcing 
such as product design, production, intellectual property protection, 
innovation, technology transfer, and distribution services, have 
experienced rationalization and renovation with global implications.8  
This trend favors China, whose high supplier capacity, sophisticated 
logistics network, and strong infrastructure provide unique competitive 

change in attitude from recipient markets and to take full advantage); see also China Outlook 2015, 
KPMG (2015), http://www.kpmg.com/ES/es/Internacionalizacion-KPMG/Documents/China-Outlook-
2015.pdf. 
 5. See generally U.N. Conference on Trade and Dev., Global Value Chains and Development: 
Investment and Value Added Trade in the Global Economy, U.N. Doc. UNCTAD/DIAE/2013/1 (2013) 
[hereinafter UNCTAD Analysis] (discussing the China’s value added services on value chain and 
relevant issues and challenges); see also Ni Tao, Economist: China’s Ascension of Global Value Chain 
Creates Opportunities for Region, SHANGHAI DAILY (July 29, 2016), 
http://www.shanghaidaily.com/opinion/chinese-perspectives/Economist-Chinas-ascension-of-global-
value-chain-creates-opportunities-for-region/shdaily.shtml (addressing how China’s recent economic 
slowdown and restructuring efforts may have further impacts on value chain developments). 
 6. See Gary Gereffi, A Global Value Chain Perspective On Industrial Policy and Development 
in Emerging Markets, 24 DUKE J. COMP. & INT’L L. 433, 434 (2014); Kishanthi Parella, Outsourcing 
Corporate Accountability, 89 WASH. L. REV. 747, 756 (2014) (discussing the vertical integration of 
production in favor of a model that connects multiple tiers of firms of varying sizes, specialities, and 
geographic locations); see also Richard E. Baldwin & Simon J. Evenett, Value Creation and Trade in 
21st Century Manufacturing: What Policies for UK Manufacturing?, in THE UK IN A GLOBAL WORLD 
71–73 (David Greenaway ed., 2012) (discussing the trend for value creation in terms of motivation and 
recent facts).  See generally Henry B. Weil, The Dynamics of Global Supply Chains: The Imperatives 
for Success in a New Market Ecology, in GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS IN A CHANGING WORLD 171–72 
(Deborah K. Elms & Patrick Low eds., 2013) (discussing recent development trends of global value 
chain, especially that modular supply chains consist of relatively flexible and interchangeable 
relationships among suppliers, customers, and partners, and its objectives include cost minimization, 
mass customization, product differentiation, and natural resource exploitation). 
 7. See Bruce Kogut & Nalin Kulatilaka, Operating Flexibility, Global Manufacturing, and the 
Option Value of Multinational Network, 40 MGMT SCI. 123, 132–34 (1994) (noting that the value of 
multinational networks derive from the opportunity to benefit from uncertainty through the coordination 
of subsidiaries which are geographically dispersed and the management of cross-border coordination has 
led to changes in the heuristic rules used for performance evaluation and transfer pricing); OECD, 
MOVING UP THE VALUE CHAIN: STAYING COMPETITIVE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY 10 (2007), 
https://www.oecd.org/sti/ind/38558080.pdf [hereinafter OECD REPORT] (noting the flexibility of 
multinational enterprises that within global value chain multinational firms play a prominent role as they 
have a global reach that allows them to coordinate production and distribution across many countries 
and shift their activities depending on changing demand and cost conditions). 
 8. See Federica Saliola & Antonello Zanfei, Multinational Firms, Global Value Chains and the 
Organization of Knowledge Transfer, 38 RES. POL’Y 369, 379 (2009) (proposing that value chain 
relationships become fundamental vehicles for knowledge transfer, which is a combination of efforts by 
both domestic and foreign firms for increasing local competencies and adapting technology to host 
market conditions). 

 

http://www.shanghaidaily.com/opinion/chinese-perspectives/Economist-Chinas-ascension-of-global-value-chain-creates-opportunities-for-region/shdaily.shtml
http://www.shanghaidaily.com/opinion/chinese-perspectives/Economist-Chinas-ascension-of-global-value-chain-creates-opportunities-for-region/shdaily.shtml
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advantages for both traditional manufacturing industries and new 
industries such as the high-tech sector.9  Chinese firms, especially 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), which initially took 
advantage of relatively humble initial positions in the value chain, have 
promptly stepped into more value-added undertakings with elevation of 
skills and capacities.10 

In the midst of evolving global-sourcing practice, China’s economic 
development and stronger rule of law have presented both Chinese and 
global-sourcing firms an unprecedented opportunity to reform the law 
regarding sourcing practice.  Such reform has already occurred—legal 
issues in various areas have presented new challenges and prospects, 
such as the multinationals’ intra-group transfer-pricing arrangements.11  
Simultaneous legal reform within China, such as recent anticorruption 
efforts, inevitably adds an extra layer of legal consideration for global-
sourcing practice.12  The extent of all of this new development calls for 
a more detailed analysis on how global-sourcing practice may better 
coordinate and accelerate with China’s development.13 

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Part II introduces and 
discusses global sourcing and its recent development trends as 
background for later analysis.  Part III describes the evolution of the 
manufacturing and product value chain, as well as how China may 
benefit from the globalization of sourcing practice.  Part IV offers a 
concrete analysis and thoughts on legal issues relating to recent 
whereabouts and development of global sourcing, especially introducing 
the tax framework and transfer-pricing practice for sourcing and intra-
group services, and China’s anticorruption undertaking including severe 
commercial bribes or kickbacks in the recent amendment of China’s 

 9. See CAPGEMINI, THE CHANGING DYNAMICS OF THE GLOBAL HIGH TECH INDUSTRY: AN 
ANALYSIS OF KEY SEGMENTS AND TRENDS 6–8 (2011), https://www.capgemini.com/resource-file-
access/resource/pdf/The_Changing_Dynamics_of_the_Global_High_Tech_Industry_____An_Analysis_
of_Key_Segments_and_Trends.pdf (discussing general trends and drives of high tech industry value 
chain development in China, including its strength). 
 10. See generally INST. OF MFG., UNIV. OF CAMBRIDGE, UNDERSTANDING CHINA’S 
MANUFACTURING VALUE CHAIN: SELECTED CASE STUDIES IN WHITE GOODS, TFT-LIQUID CRYSTAL 
DISPLAY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SECTORS (2008), 
http://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/uploads/Research/CIM/china09.pdf (reviewing the functions and 
development of OEMs in China in various sectors). 
 11. See generally Ilan Benshalom, Sourcing the “Unsourceable”: The Cost Sharing Regulations 
and the Sourcing of Affiliated Intangible-Related Transactions, 26 VA. TAX REV. 631 (2007). 
 12. See infra Part IV. 
 13. For a general overview of interaction of global sourcing and economic development, see 
generally U.N. Conference on Trade and Dev., Tracing the Value Added in Global Value Chains: 
Product Level Case Studies in China, U.N. Doc. UNCTAD/DITC/TNCD/2015/1 (2015). See also 
GLOB. AGENDA COUNCIL ON THE GLOB. TRADE SYS., WORLD ECON. FORUM, THE SHIFTING 
GEOGRAPHY OF GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS: IMPLICATIONS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND TRADE 
POLICY (2012), http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GAC_GlobalTradeSystem_Report_2012.pdf 
(discussing the global-sourcing practice developments in China). 
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Criminal Law code. Part V concludes. 

II. GLOBAL SOURCING AND TRENDS 

A. Global Sourcing14 

“Global sourcing” refers to the practice of sourcing from the global 
market goods and services, then moving them across geopolitical 
boundaries.15  Global sourcing aims to fully exploit cross-border 
competences in securing delivery of quality product or services.  Such 
conceived efficiencies usually involve labor-intensive production 
facilities,16 low cost of available but fine raw material, and other 
economic factors such as tax incentives17 and low-trade tariffs, although 
legal convenience and political stability are also often contemplated.18  
The result is a practice that targets “low-cost countries” to invest in for 
sourcing purposes.  In practice, low-cost country sourcing comprises the 
majority of the sourcing market, as global-sourcing practices are more 
sophisticated than stereotypical low-end, labor-intensive, and language-
confined approaches.19 Multinational corporations today strive to 
harness the potential of global sourcing and benefit from cost reduction 
in all respects, to the extent that global sourcing forms an integral part of 
most deliberate sourcing plans and procurement strategies.20  Global 
sourcing gradually becomes a fundamental strategy for multinational 

 14. The definition of global sourcing varies based on the specific industry and context, however, 
most literature identifying global sourcing cover common aspects of sourcing practices from economics, 
management, and industry respects.  See Galit A. Sarfaty, Shining Light on Global Supply Chains, 56 
HARV. INT’L L.J. 419, 425 (2016) (noting that global sourcing is “the practice of sub-contracting 
business to third parties in other countries”).  See generally Juan Carluccio & Thibault Fally, Global 
Sourcing Under Imperfect Capital Markets, 94 REV. ECON. STAT. 740 (2012); Pol Antràs, Teresa C. 
Fort & Felix Tintelnot, The Margins of Global Sourcing: Theory and Evidence from U.S. Firms (Nat’l 
Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 20772, 2014) (discussing global sourcing decisions of 
U.S. firms in a multi-country world in which production combines multiple inputs); ELIZABETH ANNE 
SPARROW, A GUIDE TO GLOBAL SOURCING (2005) (discussing global sourcing from the electric-parts-
sourcing practice perspective); Kash Rangan, Lisa A. Chase & Sohel Karim, Why Every Company 
Needs a CSR Strategy and How to Build It 21 (Harvard Bus. Sch., Working Paper No. 12-088, 2012), 
http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/12-088.pdf (discussing the interrelationship between 
the practice of global sourcing and CSR Strategy). 
 15. See Parella, supra note 6, at 756. 
 16. See generally Sarfaty, supra note 14 (discussing the labor standard in supply-chain 
management in developing countries). 
 17. See generally Harry Grubert, Intangible Income, Intercompany Transactions, Income 
Shifting, and the Choice of Location, 56 NAT’L TAX J. 221 (2003); Mitchell B. Weiss, International Tax 
Competition: An Efficient or Inefficient Phenomenon?, 16 AKRON TAX J. 99 (2001). 
 18. See Gereffi, supra note 6, at 452 (discussing the political and economic integration for small 
economies in terms of global value chain linkages). 
 19. See id. at 456–59. 
 20. See Parella, supra note 6, at 779–82 (discussing the tension between CSR and procurement 
practices with examples of Foxconn in China). 

 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0283846706&pubNum=3200&originatingDoc=Id7b969811eec11dcae6ca5857e93b628&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0283846706&pubNum=3200&originatingDoc=Id7b969811eec11dcae6ca5857e93b628&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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corporations, whereby a central sourcing hub pursues economies of 
scale and achieves risk minimization through corporation-wide 
calibration and benchmarking.  Through these benchmarks, corporations 
proactively integrate and coordinate common items and materials, 
processes, designs, technologies, and suppliers across worldwide 
purchasing, engineering, and operating locations. 

Perhaps surprisingly, the search for low costs apparently takes low 
priority with regards to global sourcing for most multinational 
corporations.21  Instead, global sourcing affords more intricate, 
multifaceted, and multi-layered opportunities, such as increasing 
business development in a potential market, pooling talent and valuable 
resources unavailable domestically,22 dominating competitive dynamics 
within the industry for alternate supplier sources, stimulating 
competitive edges by enlarging total supply capacity, developing 
innovation for licensing arrangements and technology transformation,23 
and so on.  On the other side of the coin, global sourcing prompts costs 
and complications that require detailed legal service and commercial 
monitoring,24 such as prolonged communication along product value 
chain, potentially compromised quality control and unsecured 
deliverables, exposure to various financial and political instabilities in 
jurisdictions of emerging and developing economies, increased legal 
risks of losing intellectual property ownership or copycatting,25 undue 
charges of labor abuse26 or environmental deterioration, increased 
management costs relative to domestic supply, and hidden overhead 
costs associated with diverse cultures and localization struggles. 

Global sourcing involves participation, contribution and coordination 

 21. See id. at 807 (discussing how low-cost and short lead times, which may be abused by 
upstream suppliers, often are two factors contributing to violations of workers’ rights). 
 22. See Thomas J. Manley & Scott M. Hobby, Globalization of Work: Offshore Outsourcing in 
the IT Age, 18 EMORY INT’L REV. 401, 403–04 (2004) (discussing how offshore outsourcing may bring 
unavailable technology into developing countries). 
 23. See generally Sonia Baldia, Intellectual Property in Global Sourcing: The Art of the 
Transfer, 38 GEO. J. INT’L L. 499 (2007) (discussing legal risks involving intellectual property transfer 
and arrangement, especially in the information-technology industry). 
 24. See id. at 501–03 (discussing potential and heightened risks to intellectual property in global 
sourcing which penetrates more core business functionalities). 
 25. See Itar-Tass Russian News Agency v. Russian Kurier, Inc., 153 F.3d 82 (2d Cir. 1998) 
(involving a copyright dispute in which the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit adopted the 
“work-made-for-hire” doctrine to determine the initial ownership of the copyright in dispute). 
 26. See generally Sarfaty, supra note 14.  For literature on human rights protection and labor 
practices regarding supply chain management and sourcing, see generally David Kinley & Junko 
Tadaki, From Talk to Walk: The Emergence of Human Rights Responsibilities for Corporations at 
International Law, 44 VA. J. INT’L L. 931 (2004); Steven R. Ratner, Corporations and Human Rights: A 
Theory of Legal Responsibility, 111 YALE L.J. 443, 526–30 (2001); John Gerard Ruggie, Business and 
Human Rights: The Evolving International Agenda, 101 AM. J. INT’L L. 819 (2007); see also Andrew 
Clapham & Scott Jerbi, Categories of Corporate Complicity in Human Rights Abuses, 24 HASTINGS 
INT’L & COMP. L. REV. 339 (2001). 

 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1998180821&pubNum=0000506&originatingDoc=I3c5e40a945b111dca51ecfdfa1ed2cd3&refType=RP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0300773015&pubNum=0001275&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0300773015&pubNum=0001275&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0287575805&pubNum=0001292&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0287575805&pubNum=0001292&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0335850482&pubNum=0003263&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0335850482&pubNum=0003263&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0287819853&pubNum=0001158&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0287819853&pubNum=0001158&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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of various players.27  Generally speaking, global sourcing impacts three 
of the most fundamental market segments: manufacturers or suppliers, 
product-marketing companies, and distributors.28  At the same time, 
international procurement organizations (IPOs) or sourcing agents may 
also be significant players in global-sourcing strategy for a multinational 
corporation.29  These procurement agents primarily identify, nurture, 
and maintain key global suppliers and vendors across sourcing 
categories, who in turn deliver substantial and adequate supplies to the 
whole multinational in a timely fashion.  IPOs and agents are 
particularly essential for sourcing from large and resourceful countries 
such as China or a few major Southeast-Asian states, where a full range 
of sub-categorized markets compete and suppliers span the entire 
product value chain. 

As a central module of globalization, well-orchestrated global-
sourcing practice renders multinational corporations controversially 
robust opportunities to benefit from competitive advantages.30  
Traditionally, global sourcing is severely criticized for contributing to 
worsened labor protection standards, unqualified working conditions, 
relatively low wages, abuse of underage staffing, and notorious 
environmental violations by farming overseas facilities and harvesting 
undue resources without consideration to exploitation in host 
countries.31  Domestic labor advocates and economic nationalists in 
developed countries also criticize global sourcing for its tendency to 
create job loss within established domestic industries.32  Although such 
labor-intensive production or relocation to emerging economies have 
attracted condemnation from human rights advocates internationally and 
economic nationalists domestically,33 global sourcing has contributed to 
enhanced mobility of capital, talent, and technology, and in turn 
stimulated economies that otherwise had limited opportunity for 

 27. See Gereffi, supra note 6, at 457 (listing five types of global value chain governance). 
 28. See generally OECD REPORT, supra note 7. 
 29. See generally Yves Renouf, When Legal Certainty Matters Less than a Deal: Procurement in 
International Administrations (2009), http://www.iilj.org/GAL/documents/Y.Renouf-Procurement.pdf. 
 30. See George S. Geis, An Empirical Examination of Business Outsourcing Transactions, 96 
VA. L. REV. 241, 267 (2010) (examining the problem of aligning incentives in outsourced relationships). 
 31. See generally John Ruggie (Special Representative for U.N. Secretary–General on the Issue 
of Human Rights and Transnational Corporations), Protect, Respect and Remedy: A Framework for 
Business and Human Rights, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/8/5 (Apr. 7, 2008). 
 32. See generally e.g., LINDA LEVINE, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., OFFSHORING (OR OFFSHORE 
OUTSOURCING) AND JOB LOSS AMONG U.S. WORKERS (2011), https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL32292.pdf 
(discussing the impacts of global or offshore outsourcing on U.S. job market).  
 33. See generally, New Labor Contract Law Raises China’s Labor Costs, CHINASTAKES (Feb. 
14, 2008), http://www.chinastakes.com/story.aspx?id=206.  The small and medium-sized labor intensive 
enterprises surveyed in Jiangsu and Zhejiang province did not pay social security premiums for all their 
employees, which is clearly a substantial part of labor rights protection.  Id. 

 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0352698817&pubNum=0001359&originatingDoc=I2b573d25656411e498db8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&fi=co_pp_sp_1359_267&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)%23co_pp_sp_1359_267
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0352698817&pubNum=0001359&originatingDoc=I2b573d25656411e498db8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&fi=co_pp_sp_1359_267&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)%23co_pp_sp_1359_267
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL32292.pdf
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economic growth.34  Global sourcing also exports modern management 
and corporate governance skills as well as proprietary knowledge to host 
countries, which has proved to be successful in self-sustaining 
development and maintaining of technological advances in host 
countries.35 

B. The Development of Global-Sourcing Strategies 

Global sourcing is a syndicated undertaking of strategies that presents 
benefits for both multinational corporations and host countries.36  
Generally speaking, global sourcing enhances the global logistical 
interaction between research and development activities, manufacturing, 
and marketing activities.  Moreover, with regard to a legal perspective, 
global sourcing should clearly comprehend and escalate the impacts of 
product designers, engineers, branding managers, and purchasing agents 
in the product value chain and the decision-making process.37  Such 
interaction is a key factor in determining legal risks involved when 
defining a multinational’s global competitive strengths and, 
consequently, its market performance and edges.38 

Global sourcing itself has developed progressively over the past three 
decades.  For instance, the importance of currency-exchange rates and 
other cost determinations has diminished, in favor of pricing authority 
that considers assured quality and long-standing relationships with 
suppliers.39  It also benefits from a new competitive environment with 
excess global capacity, which catalyzes a transition from focusing on 
price and quantity to quality and reliability of products as determinative 
factors.40  Another external development that global sourcing has 
enjoyed is the innovation and restructuring of international trade 
infrastructure, through which advances in mechanical and operational 
features of international trade enable multinationals to solidify sourcing 
for strategic purposes.41  Moreover, development of global sourcing 

 34. See generally Alistair Maughan, Julian S. Millstein & Nigel Stamp, Global Sourcing Trends 
in 2009, 22 INT’L QUARTERLY (2010). 
 35. See generally Parella, supra note 6. 
 36. See Sean D. Murphy, Taking Multinational Corporate Codes of Conduct to the Next Level, 
43 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 389, 392 (2005). 
 37. See id. at 424. 
 38. See id. at 400. 
 39. See Trevor W. Nagel & Lee Van Blerkom, Pricing Considerations in the Global Sourcing 
Deal, 4 CONVERGENCE 118, 120 (2008) (discussing attributes of effective global-sourcing pricing 
regimes). 
 40. See id. at 125 (arguing that “the corporation should be able to make rational determinations 
to switch technologies that enhance its competitive position without being encumbered by inflexible 
pricing regimes”). 
 41. See Baldia, supra note 23, at 499 (“Advances in technology combined with increasingly 
stable foreign political climates and reduced trade barriers make it more compelling than ever for 

 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0304161426&pubNum=0001117&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0304161426&pubNum=0001117&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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further reinforced the irreplaceable role of purchasing managers and 
professionals play in crafting a global manufacturing industry and 
corporate approaches towards globalization.42 

Global-sourcing strategy features the interplaying between a 
multinational’s competitive edges and the comparative advantage of 
various host countries when searching for suppliers and vendors.43  
Accordingly, legal considerations for global-sourcing strategies are duly 
influenced by a multinational’s decisions regarding what activities and 
technologies merit its available investment and managerial resources.44  
Moreover, legal considerations might be further implicated by the 
choice of which specific advantages should be exploited in different 
countries in terms of low-cost labor, resources, or geographical 
convenience.45  In addition to comparative advantages, global sourcing 
strives to cultivate and better the product value chain, which offers a 
general framework for the interrelated value-adding activities of a 
multinational on a global basis.46  From a legal perspective, the product 
value chain traditionally is divided into two major schools of activities 
or performance.  The primary activities in the value chain include 
inbound logistics, manufacturing, outbound logistics, and after-sales 
service, while the supporting activities include human resource 
management, technology development, and financing activities.47  For 
improved performance of value chain activities, global-sourcing strategy 
simply improves the interaction between key functions such as 
intellectual property, manufacturing, and business continuity on a global 

companies to aspire to leverage the cost savings and knowledge class of workers available in offshore 
locations.”). 
 42. See Parella, supra note 6, at 763 (“Apple [Inc.] ‘contribute[s] market knowledge, intellectual 
property, system integration and cost management skills, and a brand name whose value reflects its 
reputation for quality, innovation, and customer service.’”). 
 43. See Jason Dedrick et al., Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Industry Studies Conference, Who 
Profits from Innovation in Global Value Chains? A Study of the iPod and Notebook PCs 1, 6 (May 
2008), http://web.mit.edu/is08/pdf/Dedrick_Kraemer_Linden.pdf (measuring the value capture process 
and mechanism in the general electronics industry). 
 44. See Baldia, supra note 23, at 507 (noting that the “purpose and goal of the contract with 
respect to IP should be to fully assess and appropriately address the complexities and risks of owning, 
developing, and protecting the customer’s IP”).  
 45. See id. at 503–04 (“When it comes to the structure of a global sourcing transaction, one size 
does not fit all. There are three key structures: (i) sourcing through affiliated legal entities (wholly 
owned or majority ownership) in offshore locations, which can be thought of as ‘captive sourcing,’ (ii) 
contracting with unaffiliated offshore suppliers, or ‘third party sourcing,’ and (iii) partnering with local 
entities to share control of local operations used for delivery of sourced products or services, or ‘joint’ 
venture sourcing.”) (citation omitted). 
 46. See generally UNCTAD Analysis, supra note 5. 
 47. See Nagel & Van Blerkom, supra note 39, at 127 (noting that global sourcing “approach has 
many advantages, including: (1) ability to leverage technology and processes over diverse platforms and 
geographies; (2) improved productivity driven by more effective and efficient use of personnel and other 
resources that are spread across the globe; (3) associated natural hedging against geopolitical risks; and 
(4) support for, and even facilitation of, new business opportunities”). 
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basis,48 while logistics is to identify target markets49 and engineering 
needs for components.50 

Multinationals determine how to structure logistics internally or 
externally to manage the overseas market51 by analyzing import and 
export needs, engineering assembly services or utilizing semi-finished 
products, and delivering components of finished goods.52  Accordingly, 
such activities and functions should be coordinated and matched for 
setting up strategic alliances among all functions of value chain, 
considering transfer and usage of design and engineering technologies, 
and maintaining high ethical standards of integrity and compliance in 
daily management and operation.53  Given the complexity and subtlety 
of product value chain, a few major issues and considerations are 
prioritized by almost all multinationals when executing vigorous global-
sourcing practices.54  Tax incentives or breaks, legal compliance 
culture,55 convenience of technology transfer,56 intellectual property 
protection,57 quality control system, anti-dumping policies, and 
international trade practices58 all should be deliberated in due course for 
such execution. 

Partnered with cost considerations, transfer pricing from the 
international tax perspective is a key factor for perfecting global-
sourcing practice,59 as unfavorable or failed tax policy regimes in host 
countries can easily swallow benefits generated through cost 
considerations.60  When developing strategy, corporations must identify 

 48. See Harry Rubin, Supply-Side/Manufacturing Outsourcing—Strategies and Negotiations, 38 
GEO. J. INT’L. L. 713, 717–18 (2007) (noting five dimensions of risk management: performance risk, 
intellectual property risk, liability risk, enforcement risk, and business continuity risk). 
 49. See Parella, supra note 6, at 761 (“A U.S. firm . . . must decide between manufacturing in the 
United States and shipping the component to its customers in Asia—an  option that involves long delays 
and considerable cost—or  constructing an overseas plant next to its customers in Asia.”). 
 50. See id. (“‘China can erect a massive operation in no time at all, staffed with compliant labour 
and with little concern about the impact of the factory on watersheds, air quality, and traffic.’”). 
 51. See Sarfaty, supra note 14, at 424 (“As multinational companies are becoming more 
dependent on global outsourcing, there is a need for regulation to ensure responsible supply chains.”). 
 52. See Manley & Hobby, supra note 22, at 416–17 (quoting Zheng v. Liberty Apparel Co., 355 
F.3d 61, 72–75 (2d Cir. 2003)) (introducing the six factor test under the Fair Labor Standards Act 
regarding the process and issues of various outsourcing phases). 
 53. See Gereffi, supra note 6, at 454 (“For developing countries, the trade, investment, and 
knowledge flows that underpin GVCs provide mechanisms for rapid learning, innovation, and industrial 
upgrading.”). 
 54. See id. at 441–43. 
 55. See Sarfaty, supra note 14, at 449–50 (discussing challenges for executing due diligence). 
 56. See Baldia, supra note 23, at 501. 
 57. See id. at 501–03. 
 58. See Manley & Hobby, supra note 22, at 409–10, 419 (discussing the impact of outsourcing 
on employment and its balancing with U.S. international trade arrangement, which lacks a systematic 
regulatory framework to assure certainty and predictability). 
 59. See generally Benshalom, supra note 11. 
 60. See id. at 638. 

 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0332805035&pubNum=168503&originatingDoc=Iacc0ea16080411e08b05fdf15589d8e8&refType=LR&fi=co_pp_sp_168503_716&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)%23co_pp_sp_168503_716
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0332805035&pubNum=168503&originatingDoc=Iacc0ea16080411e08b05fdf15589d8e8&refType=LR&fi=co_pp_sp_168503_716&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)%23co_pp_sp_168503_716
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2003955967&pubNum=506&originatingDoc=Idc767cd14a0b11dba16d88fb847e95e5&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_506_72&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)%23co_pp_sp_506_72
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2003955967&pubNum=506&originatingDoc=Idc767cd14a0b11dba16d88fb847e95e5&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_506_72&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)%23co_pp_sp_506_72
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and measure the risk of many different variables, including: tax policy 
framework, local market conditions, joint venture partnerships, tax 
holidays or breaks for foreign investment, and moral standing of local 
tax officials.  Particularly, a successful transfer-pricing practice 
embodies the arm’s-length principle and cost-based pricing,61 together 
with a few key underlying considerations such as: general acceptance of 
foreign investment; market conditions of the host country; competition 
in the host country; expected reasonable margin for the foreign affiliate; 
income tax brackets; import and export restrictions; custom duties; 
pricing power controls;62 and foreign exchange controls. 

Given the intricacy of the product value chain and density of evolving 
sourcing patterns, corporations that engage in global sourcing have 
gradually constructed a full-pledged practice of “countertrade”63 for 
adopting and executing non-traditional, non-cash compensation methods 
of financing.64  Sourcing from foreign jurisdictions is a balance of legal 
risks and business opportunities, and the resulting penumbra implies a 
thornier dichotomy between business motivations and duty to perform 
and abide by legal investigation.  Usually, countertrade occurs in the 
forms of bartering, buy-back, and offset (rebate);65 however, such 
approaches often must answer to questions regarding the motivations to 
which they cater, such as dodging foreign exchange controls or lack of 
local currency, avoiding low country credit worthiness, stimulating sales 
volume increases, nurturing initial trust and long-term customer will, 
accessing new or difficult markets, and so on.66  Given the non-cash 
nature of countertrade methods, such measures require timely 
negotiations to fulfill upcoming orders and sourcing needs;67 however, 
countertrade is often blind to projecting information on future prices or 
repairs—and thus increased cost of sourcing activities—which is quite 
common for multinationals to swallow for initially stepping into a new 

 61. See id. at 641–48 (discussing the arm’s-length principle and related transfer-pricing issues). 
 62. See Nagel & Val Blerkom, supra note 39, at 133 (discussing pricing controls). 
 63. See generally S. Douglas Nugent, U.S. Countertrade Policy: Is it Economically Sound?, 19 
GEO. WASH. J. INT’L L. & ECON. 829 (1985); Robert Howse, Beyond the Countertrade Taboo: Why the 
WTO Should Take Another Look at Barter and Countertrade, 60 U. TORONTO L.J. 289 (2010). 
 64. See Nagel & Val Blerkom, supra note 39, at 121 (noting a “customer’s finance and 
accounting or procurement function” is a part of the less “mature” field of the sourcing of business 
possesses). 
 65. Offsets and countertrade are often used as interchangeable concepts.  See Deniel E. Schoeni, 
Second-Best Markets: On the Hidden Efficiency of Defense Offsets, 44 PUB. CONT. L.J. 369, 378 (2015).  
For definitions relating to countertrade, see generally International Sourcing, EXEC. LEGAL SUMMARY 
(June 2016). 
 66. For detailed analysis on the countertrade especially on the defences sector, see generally 
Schoeni, supra note 65. 
 67. See id. at 410 (“[M]andatory offset policies limit the dimensions of the negotiation and, 
consequently, may cause ‘diseconomies of scale and scope.’ . . . [Therefore], a ‘more flexible’ policy, 
sometimes using offsets, ‘is preferable in most settings.’”). 

 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0354094615&pubNum=0100427&originatingDoc=Ibfdcb86e279d11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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market.68 
Global-pricing and anti-dumping practice is another important factor 

for successful global-sourcing execution and value chain management.69  
Given intensified competition in host countries as well as surging local 
economies, the governments of developing and emerging economies 
often engage in measures and negotiation techniques such as 
protectionism and prohibition of unfair pricing of imported goods.70  
Due to the relative lack of transparency and impartiality of judicial and 
legislative organs in host countries,71 global-sourcing activities are 
exposed to risks of anti-dumping actions and transformation of trading 
up, i.e., moving from low-value to high-value chains.  As a result, 
multinationals may have to conduct “add-on” core service enhancement 
and set up strategic alliances with local partners to realize legal 
compliance in distribution and communication with authorities.  This 
type of response is commonly called “variability consideration.”72  
Moreover, in concert with transfer-pricing techniques, coordinating 
pricing models among different countries from a global perspective 
while making it feasible for internal management of margin realization 
is one of the most delicate challenges for global sourcing to resolve.73  
In this context, corporations must include legal consideration as to the 
nature of competition, supply chain, and customers in host countries, as 
well as market integration and governmental control over pricing 
authority in certain industries, which could implicate initially unforeseen 

 68. See id. at 403 (“[R]epairs and maintenances of defense hardware account for seventy percent 
of costs; [while] production is only seventeen percent. [Such] ‘distribution of cost shares raises ex post 
contractual hazards and increases the probability that the seller will engage in some form [of] 
opportunistic behavior,’ and offsets present the potential for ‘an efficient, private-ordered solution.’”). 
 69. For a detailed discussion on anti-dumping and import law regarding sourcing, see generally 
International Sourcing, supra note 65. 
 70. See Simon Lester, The Role of the International Trade Regime in Global Governance, 16 
UCLA J. INT’L L. & FOREIGN AFF. 209, 247 (2011) (“[S]ome [local] groups . . . simply want to promote 
domestic interests, whether they relate to goods, services or people.  [Such] sentiment may be a 
combination of protectionism, national security concerns, and general patriotism.  Nationalists harbour 
an ‘us versus them’ sentiment in various contexts, and some take this approach with regard to trade . . . 
[with] a fear of losing sovereignty to some sort of undemocratic world government.”). 
 71. For example, upon U.S. and Chile signing free trade agreements, then-U.S. Trade 
Representative Robert Zoellick mentioned, “This state of the art agreement slashes tariffs and quotas, 
reduces barriers for services, protects leading-edge intellectual property, keeps pace with new 
technologies and new ways of doing business, ensures regulatory transparency, and promotes labor and 
environmental protections.” Press Release, Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, United States and 
Chile Sign Historic Free Trade Agreement (June 6, 2003), https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-
office/press-releases/archives/2003/june/united-states-and-chile-sign-historic-freetr. 
 72. See Nagel & Van Blerkom, supra note 39, at 128–29 (noting that in the global-sourcing 
pricing regime, whether the variability consideration is “expressed on a global basis or rather a regional 
or even country specific basis . . . depend[s] to a large extent on the nature of the delivery of the 
services,” for example, whether it is delivered on a central or virtual basis or on a local basis by actual 
“‘feet on the street’”). 
 73. See Benshalom, supra note 11, at 638–39. 
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areas of the law.74 

III. THE EVOLVING PRODUCT SOURCING VALUE CHAIN IN CHINA 

A. Global-Sourcing and Product-Value-Chain Renovation in China 

China has risen as a key global economic development engine and 
player over the past three decades.  One consequence of its great 
economic advances is China’s gradually escalating move from passively 
accepting norms to shaping policy in various international arenas such 
as international trade, energy consumption, tax coordination, 
manufacturing and production, and others.  Echoing rigorous economic 
developments, product supply chains in China have evolved with more 
complexities and efficiencies.  The stereotyped “low-end” and “lean-
margined”75 Chinese consumer-product manufacturers have become 
increasingly sophisticated and able to achieve more “value-adding” 
deliverables or considerations of the product creation supply chain, and 
have upgraded from mere manufacturers to multifaceted, cross-
functional suppliers with capable branding outreach.76  One way this 
change is illustrated is the way Chinese corporations have changed to 
incorporating an array of branding and production functions traditionally 
handled by international purchasing organizations (IPOs).77 

The past three decades have witnessed a disconnection or 
reconstruction of the manufacturing and product-development process, 
which has offered new possibilities that product companies have 
earnestly embraced.78  As the globalization process deepens and 
international trade regimes reshuffle, the evolution of core corporate 
values and global strategies of some product-marketing (brand) 
companies, traditionally headquartered in US and Europe, has been both 
intelligent and dramatic.79  Therefore, evolving legal measures are 
essential to safeguard interests of those companies, which will 
increasingly face and cope with threats to the value and leverage that a 

 74. See Sarfaty, supra note 14, at 451–52 (“Control over data may be a way for initiatives . . . to 
create a monopoly for their services in the upstream . . . market and crowd out competing programs.”). 
 75. See Patricia H. Piskorski, A Dangerous Discretionary “Duty”: U.S. Anti-Dumping Policy 
Toward China, 34 HOFSTRA L. REV. 595, 624 (2005) (noting that China “enjoy[s] a much bigger cost 
advantage in labour-intensive industries . . . ”) (citation omitted). 
 76. See Gary Gereffi & Timothy Sturgeon, Global Value Chain-Oriented Industrial Policy: The 
Role of Emerging Economies, in GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS IN A CHANGING WORLD 329, 331 (Deborah 
K. Elms & Patrick Low eds., 2013). 
 77. See Renouf, supra note 29. 
 78. See Gereffi, supra note 6, at 449 (discussing the evolvement and development of value chain 
in Brazil). 
 79. See Parella, supra note 6, at 808–15 (discussing the shifting of corporate accountabilities 
from unilateral to bilateral). 
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multi-functional supplier brings into the landscape.80 
As commonly accepted, manufacturers, product-marketing 

companies, and distributors are three fundamental components of the 
product value chain.81  Different legal orientations are attempted or 
tentatively fixed to regulate each player in the product value chain based 
on its function, due to the fundamental differences between each.82  For 
instance, manufacturers, which are historically focused on the “hard” 
essentials of field manufacturing, usually conduct and complete orders 
passively from the product-marketing companies.83  Product-marketing 
companies concentrate on the more subtle upstream and downstream 
facets of production, such as IP protection and envisioning, nurturing, 
and initiating products and brand lines.84  Comparatively, product 
distributors perform the last stride in the value cycle by aggressively—
but swiftly—pushing product to end consumers.  Due to such 
differences, legal measures and treatment for each of these value chain 
functional segments are traditionally designated for each traditional role 
through legislative, judicial, corporate managerial, and practical 
discourses. 

However, realities tend to be knottier than theories.  In practice, each 
of these presumptively delineated players categorically embodies a 
collection of occupations and functions.  Significantly, a recent 
development is that Chinese product manufacturers have gradually 
expanded from their original rigid roles of “low-end,” lean-margined85 
manufacturing to incorporating more branding and marketing features, 
and ultimately growing up as competitors to established global product-
marketing companies and retailers.86  Smart thinking now considers 
Chinese suppliers as innovative contributors to collections of value-
adding engagements that must be managed and coordinated through new 
legal discourse and framework, to effectively address the distinctive 
attributes of product sourcing and to upgrade Chinese manufacturing 

 80. See id. 
 81. See Gereffi, supra note 6, at 434–35. 
 82. See id. at 440 (noting for the “full range of activities that firms and workers perform to bring 
a specific product from its conception to its end use and beyond, the GVC approach provides a holistic 
view of global industries from two contrasting vantage points: top-down and bottom-up”). 
 83. See id. at 438–39 (“In producer-driven chains, the lead firms that to a large degree defined 
the structure of these industries were largely global manufacturers like General Motors, Ford, IBM and 
HP.”). 
 84. See id. at 456 (“[F]irms in emerging economies like China and Brazil are seeking to move to 
the head of GVCs . . . [and] can rely on global suppliers in their midst and on broader GVCs for a wide 
range of inputs and services, from design to production to logistics to marketing and distribution.”). 
 85. See Patrick Van den Bossche et al., Get Ready for China’s Manufacturing Comeback: 
Mastering Disruptive Change in Manufacturing, ATKEARNEY (Nov. 2015), 
https://www.atkearney.com/operations/ideas-insights/featured-article/-
/asset_publisher/4rTTGHNzeaaK/content/get-ready-for-china-s-manufacturing-comeback/10192. 
 86. See Gereffi, supra note 6, at 453–56. 
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landscape.87  This article argues that the evolution of the Chinese 
suppliers through the models of Original Engineering Manufacturing 
(OEM) (suppliers that manufacture designs given to them), and Original 
Design Manufacturing (ODM) (suppliers that develop products and 
designs on their own) presents promising opportunities to both inbound 
investors into China and outbound investments initiated expansively by 
Chinese capitalists, and that the constantly reforming international trade 
regime and corporate governance of multinational corporations should 
expect and incorporate new frontiers of legal issues in earnest. 

The discussion should begin by describing the evolution of the 
concept of the value chain over the past three decades88 by comparing 
roles played by each of the three components in the consumer-product 
value chain.  In the past, there was little intersection and interaction in 
the functions of different supply chain players.89  Thirty years ago, 
brand companies were conceived of as key drivers of innovation who 
cultivated and nurtured their influences on and associations with 
retailers and consumers to foster each new generation of ripened series 
or established productions.90  Strategic roles, such as business 
development, product design, intellectual property protection, sample 
engineering and manufacturing, and clientele control were held as 
central commitments and calculated tasks that were coordinated 
internally by multinational corporations.  Manufacturers in China back 
then conducted almost nothing more than basic engineering, such as 
fabricating accessories and source components, assembling product, and 
compiling key parts of final productions.91  Relatively speaking, at the 
very beginning of the value chain, the added value or improvement 
made by a Chinese manufacturer was narrow, and, as a result, profit 
margins from manufacturing were thin.  At the other end of the value 
chain, retailers or lower-tiers of distributors were primarily accountable 
for end distribution and interacting with the end consumers.92 

Nowadays, Chinese suppliers and manufacturers engage in a diverse 
landscape and face an emerging horizon for bettering their capacities, 
which in turn presents a dynamic scheme for legal discourse to 
effectively address.  In particular, product-marketing companies, or 

 87. See generally Li-Wen Lin, Legal Transplants through Private Contracting: Codes of Vendor 
Conduct in Global Supply Chains as an Example, 57 AM. J. COMP. L. 711 (2009) (using China as an 
example of legal transplantation effects in supply chain). 
 88. See Gereffi, supra note 6, at 434–35. 
 89. See id. at 437–39. 
 90. See id. 
 91. See id. at 436. 
 92. See Parella, supra note 6, at 802 (“[O]ne of the advantages of [the] global value chain is that 
it delegates and distributes roles among several actors in a manner that avoids duplication of efforts, 
capitalizes on the functional advantages of the actors, and adds value through a progression of steps.”). 
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brand companies, materially engage matching manufacturers as new 
products are initiated, designing and improving processes in order to 
lower engineering costs and energize a nimbler transition to the 
manufacturing fronts.93  Chinese suppliers or manufacturers have 
embraced the opportunity for their increased involvement by 
aggressively investing in engineering resources to meet customer needs.  
Meanwhile, some Chinese product management companies, in pursuit of 
targeted products with the motivation of improving margins, openly and 
aggressively compete in global bidding for new products.94  By being 
engaged earlier in the production process, Chinese suppliers evidently 
have managed to sidestep the gamble of competing on mere lowest-cost 
and labor-intensive manufacturing, rather improving margins by 
leveraging the “value-base” approach rather than on the “cost-plus” 
basis, which was a natural upshot of calculation from income tax 
avoidance.95  Admittedly, the incorporation of Chinese manufacturing 
suppliers or manufacturers into value-chain-building process has 
resulted in truncated development and production lead times; however, 
such early integration practice may expose to sourcing professionals the 
risks of failing to locate the best-cost supplier.96  Particularly over the 
past 10 years, the intertwined convergence of the three value chain 
segments has gradually remodeled previous value chains and extended 
influence from the brand company to the supplier.  For instance, the 
market has experienced the alliance of cross-industries retail sectors as 
well as the goal of Chinese suppliers to escalate their margins and 
protect local manufacturing leadership through creating extra and 
exclusive ODM products.  Moreover, brand companies now thrive 
because they are more cost competitive through low-cost country 
manufacturing. 

In terms of consolidation of retail sectors,97 based on the advantages 

 93. See Li-Wen Lin, Corporate Social Accountability Standards in the Global Supply Chain: 
Resistance, Reconsideration, and Resolution in China, 15 CARDOZO J. INT’L & COMP. L. 321, 334–35 
(arguing that in the buyer-driven commodity chains, “large retailers, branded marketers, and branded 
manufacturers play the pivotal roles in setting up decentralized production networks in a variety of 
exporting countries”). 
 94. See Nagel & Van Blerkom, supra note 39, at 131–32 (noting that “the gaming of pricing by a 
particular business unit or region to the detriment of other business units or regions within an enterprise 
[or the entire value chain]”). 
 95. See id. at 135 (noting the invoicing and related considerations for value chain pricing and 
arrangement). 
 96. See Lin, supra note 93, at 324 (“[M]anufacturers in developing countries . . . are usually 
small companies measured on an international scale[, and] . . . profit from the multinationals’ cost-
reduction strategy . . . . Meanwhile, the product market in the developed countries has become so 
competitive that multinational companies are pressed to squeeze every penny out of their operations, 
including their supply chains.”). 
 97. See Dhruv Grewal et al., Retail Success and Key Drivers, in RETAILING IN THE 21ST 
CENTURY: CURRENT AND FUTURE TRENDS 28 (Manfred Krafft & Murali K. Mantrala eds., 2010); see 
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of Chinese OEMs and China’s expansive shipping industry, top retailor 
alliances increase margins through the development of “house brands” 
to supplement or compete with any given traditional supplier’s (brand 
companies’) offerings.  Although consumers may initially treat such 
activity as competitive strategies or marketing incentives on an 
opportunistic basis, gradually consumers have modified their 
consumption patterns,98 and the “house brand” trend has become 
widespread for production lines covering hardware, clothing, and 
especially fast-moving consumer goods in groceries, while competing 
with and finally pushing out many brand companies.99 

The formidable OEM philosophy, i.e., exactly the same products with 
different trademark or labels, has increased manufacturer leverage 
through function consolidation, and retailers compete equally as an 
appealing alternative customer pool for Chinese manufacturers, creating 
a “win-win” scenario for both giant retailers and Chinese manufacturers 
to greatly increase their margins by competing with established IPOs or 
brand company agents.100  As a result, such coalition between retailors 
and Chinese manufacturers has further energized brand companies to 
lower prices and increase margins by shifting to the house-brand 
practice of engaging Chinese manufacturers earlier in the process and 
adopting a much more flexible approach to coordinating with OEMs in 
local Chinese talents market, or even finding alternatives in Southeast-
Asian countries with conceivably lower costs yet unstable supply or 
uninsured quality.101 

Moreover, after two decades of swift progress and accrued learning, 
Chinese manufactures—especially OEMs—have accumulated enough 
resources to capitalize and invest in essential functions such as business 
marketing, graphic designing and engineering, project management, 
quality control, talent pooling, human resource management, and 

also, OECD, COMPETITION ISSUES IN THE FOOD CHINA INDUSTRY 2013 at 28–29 (2013), 
https://www.oecd.org/daf/competition/CompetitionIssuesintheFoodChainIndustry.pdf (discussing the 
unresolved issues of consolidation in the food chain industry which mirrors those in China). 
 98. See generally Ahmed Karaomer, The Relationship Between the Brand Strategy and Business 
Strategy, KTH INDUS. ENGINEERING & MGMT. (May 20, 2013), http://kth.diva-
portal.org/smash/get/diva2:623962/FULLTEXT01.pdf. 
 99. See generally Justin Beneke, Consumer Perceptions of Private Label Brands Within the 
Retail Grocery Sector of South Africa, 4 AFR. J. BUS. MGMT. 203, 207–08 (Nov. 16, 2009), 
http://www.academicjournals.org/article/article1380703674_Beneke.pdf. 
 100. For example, in the outrageously competitive smartphone industry, the Chinese company 
Huawei has gradually won out as a big rivalry of the world-leading Apple Inc. and Samsung for designs 
and capacities and became a household name in the electric industry.  See generally Holly Donging Zhu 
& Michael Jones, Huawei: An Exemplar for Organizational Change in a Modern Environment, J. INFO. 
TECH. EDUC.: DISCUSSION CASES, May 6, 2014, at 1, http://www.jite.org/documents/DCVol03/v03-01-
Huawei.pdf. 
 101. See generally Keith E. Maskus, Observations on Innovation and Technology Use in the 
BRICS, 18 LAW & BUS. REV. AM. 537 (2012). 
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semifinished-goods monitoring, all of which enables them to cater to 
both retailers and brand companies.102  To further attract US and 
European customers and secure a solid stance in competition, many 
previously private or family-owned small companies or proprietorships 
in China have chosen to modernize their corporate governance and 
devote more funds to upgrade their services with better  production 
equipment, financing, inventory, and warehousing.103  Over the past 
three decades, under the influential appeal resulting from accelerated 
Chinese economic development, many Chinese suppliers and OEMs 
have successfully paved ways to invest and outshine their peers in such 
reshuffling and rationalizing processes of global supply chain 
transformation, augmenting their share of and influence in global 
competition and increasing their margins if at all possible.104 

B. Legal and Commercial Implications of Product Value Chain 

The global value chain for consumer products manufactured in or 
sourced from China has been progressively intertwined and mutually 
contingent among all facets of the chain.  For instance, previously 
detailed categorizations of ownership of physical manufacturing assets, 
as well as traditionally clear delineation of intellectual property rights, 
have become more indistinct and antagonistic to many top established 
product management companies and brand companies.105  By balancing 
dual motivations of margin realization and ownership protection, value 
chain players in the US and Europe may have to swallow the reality that 
they must earlier engage with Chinese OEM involvements, which could 
always lead to unforeseen ambiguities over certain ownership and rights 
to manufacturing assets, loss of leveraging OEM-shopping privileges, 
and capital immobility.106  Although some top established brand 

 102. See generally RACHEL TANG, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., THE RISE OF CHINA’S AUTO 
INDUSTRY AND ITS IMPACT ON THE U.S. MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY (2009), 
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R40924.pdf. 
 103. See Gary Herrigel et al., The Process of Chinese Manufacturing Upgrading, 3 GLOB. STRAT. 
J. 109 (2013) (“[U]pgrading in China has been a historical success, that upgrading must be seen as a 
learning process and that current Chinese upgrading involves a transformation in industrial learning 
dynamics.  During the initial export-oriented industrialization strategy, Chinese producers successfully 
upgraded by apprenticing themselves to their foreign customers and [they] learned through integration 
in transnational communities of practice.”).  
 104. For example, Chinese overseas direct investment has been increasing quickly over the past 
decades.  See generally NORA BURGHART & VANESSA ROSSI, CHATHAM HOUSE, CHINA’S OVERSEAS 
INVESTMENT IN THE UK, (2009), 
https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/files/chathamhouse/public/Research/International%20Economics/1
209pp_china_odi.pdf. 
 105. See Baldia, supra note 23, at 503–09 (introducing the structural change of sourcing 
transactions and intellectual property transfer). 
 106. See Nagel & Van Blerkom, supra note 39, at 137 (noting this is particularly important for the 

 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/files/chathamhouse/public/Research/International%20Economics/1209pp_china_odi.pdf
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companies have the capacity to nimbly use global competitive sourcing 
advantages to realize low production costs and prices by outsourcing 
certain design engineering and manufacturing services to China and 
other Asian countries, an inevitable inadequacy or vulnerability to this 
tactic is the resulting prolonged supply chain and rigidity in dealing with 
ad hoc policy changes and customer service emergencies.  Such 
vulnerability may expose these brand companies to fierce competition 
from hostile newcomers in the same or similar industries, given the 
current climate of detailed segmentation of customer services.107 

This article argues that three decades of striving and struggling to 
hone proficiencies have educated many Chinese OEMs and 
manufacturers to undertake tailored and customized services and 
obligations when interacting with overseas customers.  As a result these 
players have adopted a great number of innovative approaches such as 
positive customer profiling, service categorization, intensive technology 
or know-how transfer, securing local advantages, and diversifications of 
product portfolio, among others.  Some ambitious Chinese OEMs or 
manufacturers are not even satisfied with the passive style of 
competition and have fashioned bold, yet well-received, self-designed 
brands with self-governing intellectual property rights and pursuits. 

Moreover, manufacturers from Asian countries, especially China, 
have struggled to find ways to stand out with enhanced roles and 
capabilities over the past three decades, and such change complicates or 
modifies traditional legal discourse and measures taken by Chinese 
OEMs or manufacturers.108  For instance, Chinese OEMs or local giant 
manufacturers gradually take advantage of leveraging their relative 
market size and global customer bonds, as well as heightening the 
perception of their importance in product value chain, to safeguard or 
even hunt new investments and business development.109  For example, 
after certain Chinese manufacturers have learned lessons from suffering 

sourcing pricing practice in terms of how to structure the cost and margin balance: “[g]iven the long-
term nature of most sourcing transactions, as well as the evolving competitive landscape and business 
objectives for most customers, even the best of deals are often renegotiated or, at a minimum, 
restructured prior to the end of their initial term.”). 
 107. See Parella, supra note 6, at 787 (arguing that reform of the global value chain requires 
acknowledging the full spectrum of interests involved and designing incentives that speak to the various 
segments of the value chain). 
 108. See Sarfaty, supra note 14, at 431 (“Global supply chains frequently include multiple layers 
of suppliers, which may be difficult to trace and therefore regulate[, and] . . . comprehensive monitoring 
by the company may not be possible.”). 
 109. See id. at 458 (“[H]ome states must take greater responsibility for implementation of supply 
chain regulations, companies must recognize that they face a major compliance challenge that requires 
new tools and sustained investment in their internal culture . . . .  [I]t will be essential for firms to create 
a culture of compliance featuring cooperation among multiple departments[, and] . . . they must enforce 
new relations with suppliers that will foster organizational learning around supply chain management.”). 
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judicial and business losses by following Chinese non-legal approaches 
of dispute resolution when dealing with  overseas counterparties,110 they 
now have managed to engage a full set of cutting-edge local and 
international legal services to refine and reformulate manufacturing or 
outsourcing services and contracts to maintain competitive edges, 
safeguard their own interests, and, more importantly, to greatly improve 
and substantiate their due reputation in global trading.111 

Modern global-sourcing practice has privileged the large retailers 
who have managed to survive the past three decades’ market changes 
with unprecedented advantages of selecting suppliers of their choice: 
established brand companies or rising Chinese OEMs.  To be sure, some 
retailors continue sourcing from brand companies, carry the benefit of 
cross-industry accesses, established client bases and notoriety, and 
certain quality-assurance mechanisms.  However, Chinese 
manufacturers and OEMs increasingly provide exactly the same 
customer satisfaction and product engineering, but with lower costs and 
more customizable products.112  Modern product value chain has seen a 
consistently growing number of such retailors source substantial shares 
of immediate or potential orders directly from Chinese manufacturers,113 
further squeezing product-marketing companies in the value chain and 
exercising more control in establishing benchmark prices for goods.114 

Brand companies progressively face a more sophisticated domestic 
and global business environment when seeking to maintain competitive 
edges and settling challenges arising therefrom.  Limited by heightened 
coordination with and intensified dependence on Chinese OEMs and 
manufacturers, brand companies must work hard to isolate certain 
essential functions such as raw-material and inventory financing, talents 
pooling and retaining, and product designing.  Eventually (or ideally) 
brand companies have to form coalitions with Chinese OEMs and 
manufacturers to tackle problems115 that are traditionally foreign to 
product-value-chain considerations, such as the volatility of energy and 

 110. See Maskus, supra note 101, at 545 (noting that China “enacted major changes in all forms 
of intellectual property in the wake of its entry into the WTO in 2001 and now has a legal framework for 
protection that is not much different from that in the United States”). 
 111. Id. (noting that legal reforms “are not very meaningful if the laws are enforced poorly or on a 
discriminatory basis . . . . China still faces considerable obstacles in achieving a transparent and 
effective IPRs regime”). 
 112. See Herrigel et al., supra note 103, at 111 (“Foreign customers apprenticed their Chinese 
suppliers by showing them how to meet ever more exacting manufacturing and commercial standards.”). 
 113. See id. at 112 (“Strategic uncertainty, unfamiliarity with new forms of production, lack of 
experience with product development and design, moreover, leads producers to both tolerate and even 
encourage experimentation.”). 
 114. See Nagel & Van Blerkom, supra note 39, at 133. 
 115. See Gereffi, supra note 6, at 456 (identifying that the entire value chain “assures ongoing 
involvement in leading-edge technologies, standards, and industry best practices”). 
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oil pricings, unforeseen foreign exchange manipulations, disagreements 
from twisted customer expectations, undue labor-abuse charges, 
intellectual property protection and countervailing efforts, and so on.  
However, brand companies may suffer a very unfavorable dilemma in 
their desire to stabilize margins and cope with aggressive tactics from 
inferior competitors during the product life cycle.  Whether enticed by 
corporate governance myopia or by lower cost quotations, it is not 
unlikely that brand companies may partner with inferior suppliers and be 
dragged into legal trouble due to suppliers’ gross breach of managerial 
liabilities, inexperienced financing performance, or deliberately 
misleading quoting tactics.116 

This article further submits that modern global-sourcing practices 
may run into complications due to inadequate value chain management 
practices, which are often heightened by the subtleness of mutual trust 
and vast geographical distance among the parties.  Such complications 
in turn give rise to material issues on both business and legal grounds.  
For instance: ownership of intellectual property rights may become 
disputable between brand companies and proactive manufacturers based 
on distinctive protective measures provided by court systems in different 
jurisdictions;117 technology transfer and licensing arrangements may 
bring in unanticipated disturbance of services or supply due to regional 
prohibitive measures;118 local advantages of Chinese OEMs such as 
environmental protection and tax compliance might be abused;119 
quality assurance and process might be disruptive between brand 
companies and Asian suppliers; and practical financing measures 
adopted by suppliers or Chinese OEMs for tooling, engineering, 
inventory and warehousing might be unable to provide security for firms 
striving to achieve positive margins both domestically and on an 
international scale. 

Moreover, corruption and counter-corruption measures in China 
continue to be a major concern for suppliers, brand companies, and 
product management companies, all of which must be attentive and 
careful in managing supplies and sourcing from China.  Suppliers or 
Chinese OEMs should be clear about their government relationships and 
public affairs management, to avoid falling into in existing and potential 
unethical business practices, political scandals, or economic crimes.  For 
any violation of anticorruption practice, brand companies and product 

 116. See Parella, supra note 6, at 792 (“Host States often suffer from weak or non-existent 
regulatory capacity that prevents them from enforcing standards and ensuring compliance.”). 
 117. See Baldia, supra note 23, at 502. 
 118. See id. at 526. 
 119. See Gary Gereffi et al., The Governance of Global Value Chains, 12 REV. INT’L. POL. ECON. 
78, 88 (2005). 
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management companies should be stern in upholding values and 
enforcing compliance principles,120 going so far as to employ tactics 
such as: punitive adjustment of profit share scheme; immediate 
cancellation of existing and potential orders; suspension of licensing 
arrangements or technology transfer; dissolution of business 
partnerships and alliances; and termination of all possible commercial 
liaisons. 

In summary, for the past three decades, patterns, models, and 
mechanisms of global sourcing have undergone unprecedented changes.  
Traditional practices and standardized measures for handling Chinese 
manufacturers and OEMs should be modernized to adequately anticipate 
and avoid issues in the current reciprocally assimilated product value 
processing chain.  Legal discourse and policy orientation should reflect 
reforms and variations matured in the past three decades, in terms of 
transforming from a pattern of distinct accountabilities of each party 
with a relatively narrow scope of deliverables, to encompassing a more 
generalized and multifaceted range of functions and obligations.  The 
enumerated advances in global sourcing involving Chinese 
manufacturers and OEMs also reflect a rhetoric conversion in that more 
novel issues and concerns are addressed by protecting interests and 
investments of all parties, creating a “win-win” landscape for prospect 
development.  Consequently, development in global sourcing also calls 
for innovative yet practical approaches to legal and policy reform to 
reinforce current low-cost strategies and steady supply of quality 
consumer goods, which best serve the interests of all parties in the 
product value chain. 

IV. LAW AND PRACTICE OF GLOBAL SOURCING FROM CHINA 

China, as the “World Factory” or “Inc. No. 1,” played a major role in 
the transformation of global-sourcing practices over the last three 
decades and established itself as an influential player in the international 
trade arena.121  Sourcing from China has been an intriguing phenomenon 
with mixed reviews over the years in that the supply of goods are either 
acclaimed or denounced for variance in quality and pricing.122  For 
developed or industrial economies, China is known for “processing 
trade” for its ability to offer a low-cost labor force, cheap raw materials 

 120. See Amy Deen Westbrook, Enthusiastic Enforcement, Informal Legislation: The Unruly 
Expansion of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 45 GA. L. REV. 489, 495, 574–77 (2011). 
 121. See generally CHINA AS THE WORLD FACTORY (Kevin H. Zhang eds., 2006). 
 122. See generally Gabor Pula & Daniel Santabárbara, Is China Climbing Up the Quality Ladder? 
Estimating Cross Country Differences in Product Quality Using Eurostat’s Comext Trade Database 
(European Cent. Bank, ECB Working Paper No. 1310,  2011), 
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecbwp1310.pdf?d3427456ca425aa5a3975023688a54bb. 

 

http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0358983999&pubNum=0001145&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&fi=co_pp_sp_1145_495&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)%23co_pp_sp_1145_495
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=0358983999&pubNum=0001145&originatingDoc=I2239f5ef6ccc11e598dc8b09b4f043e0&refType=LR&fi=co_pp_sp_1145_495&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)%23co_pp_sp_1145_495
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and a full-pledged logistics service system.  Whether the goods are 
artless Christmas trees or Dell personal computers, or high-tech 
components for Boeing or millions of units of the Apple iPad Pro, a 
large chunk of Chinese exportation involves global sourcing or contract-
manufacturing goods that are designed or invented elsewhere.  
“Processing trade” means China imports essential inputs or licenses key 
technologies, which are applied and assembled therein predominantly 
for exportation only.  Elaboration and continuing maturity in global 
sourcing have positioned China with an irreplaceable status of contract-
manufacturing terminus and hub.  This in turn intrinsically associates its 
own success in developing its economy and legal system with the 
cooperation and incoming capital of its trading partners, who have 
periodically voiced complaints about threats from China.123 

This part contends that the development of global-sourcing systems 
and the maturity of product value chains have interwoven with China’s 
recent accomplishments and grant China comparative advantages as one 
of the largest sources and vendors of manufacturing supplies.  
Multinational corporations should respect China as a unique destination 
for sourcing and realizing economic value scales.  Debates and analysis 
are voluminous on the interactions among global-sourcing changes, 
Chinese OEMs, processing trade, developed economics, and so on.  This 
part further contributes related thoughts on an array of legal issues 
involving compliance, due diligence and major areas of global sourcing, 
where interactions and mutual reassurance between global-sourcing 
practitioners and China were established.  Such issues include 
workplace safety, labor standards and disputes, intellectual property 
protection, dispute resolution, tax incentives framework,124 
anticorruption measures, and recent policy developments.  However, 
due to mere space limitations, this part focuses primarily on sourcing-
related jurisdictional issues on tax incentives and transfer-pricing 
framework, anticorruption efforts and updates, and due diligence and 
compliance review in China, which are the top-prioritized legal issues 
for multinational corporations.  By no means does this article understate 
the significance of other relevant legal issues more briefly discussed 
herein. 

 123. See Gereffi, supra note 6, at 441 (“[C]hallenge of economic upgrading in [global value 
chains] is to identify the conditions under which developing and developed countries and firms can 
‘climb the value chain’ from basic assembly activities using low-cost and unskilled labor to more 
advanced forms of ‘full package’ supply and integrated manufacturing.”). 
 124. See Tianlong Hu, An Egg vs. An Orange: A Comparative Study of Tax Treatment of 
Nonprofit Organizations, 10 FRONTIERS L. CHINA 161, 199 (2015) (arguing that “literature on Chinese 
tax typically focuses on tax incentives for foreign direct investment and tax policies catering to 
economic development” in the past decades which caught specific attention from foreign investors). 
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A. Global-Sourcing-Related International Tax Framework and Transfer 
Pricing 

1. Tax Treaty Framework 

Global-sourcing practice and product value chains are heavily colored 
by companies trying to coordinate comparative advantages of tax 
incentives, international tax policies, tax treaties, and transfer-pricing 
policies among all jurisdictions which provide value-added 
manufacturing services or implement technology and know-how transfer 
policies.  For instance, China’s framework of tax treaty, tax incentives, 
and international tax policies has encouraged and accommodated foreign 
investment and global sourcing to great effect.  One outgrowth of 
China’s great economic advances is its steadily escalating move from 
being a passive norm-taker to being a driver of discourse in various 
international arenas, such as China’s continual efforts in reforming its 
international tax policies and outreach.  Since China concluded its first 
two tax treaties with Japan (1983) and the United States (1984), its tax 
treaty network has expanded to include ninety-nine tax treaties (as of 30 
June 2013), and two arrangements with its own special administrative 
regions, Hong Kong and Macau.125 

China’s tax treaty framework is profoundly impacted by different 
stages of growth and various developmental goals of the Chinese 
economy.  China’s growth-friendly and revenue-oriented tax-treaty 
framework function to eliminate double taxation, redistribute tax 
revenues, and pledge economic benefits from the stance of a net-capital-
importer state.  Given its fiscal reform, international trade surplus, and 
foreign direct investment (inbound and outbound) to and within China, 
the evolution of Chinese tax treaties over the past three decades reflects 
a few notable patterns, especially with regard to synchronizing with 
global sourcing and product value chains. 

First, Chinese tax treaties are characterized and inspired by the hybrid 
influence of the UN Model and Commentary thereon, the OECD Model 
and Commentary thereon, and China’s indigenous economic, cultural, 
and political features and priorities.  On one hand, China has concluded 
different specific tax-treaty provisions with developed (typically OECD 
members) and developing countries (South American, African and 
Southeast Asian states).  Even for various OECD member countries, 
China either designed or reserved certain provisions and adopted 
specialized approaches for specific relationships, especially in recent 
renegotiation.  On the other hand, such hybrid influence goes beyond 

 125. See Guo Jia Shui Wu Zong Ju (国家税务总局) [State Administration of Taxation], 
http://www.chinatax.gov.cn (last visited on Nov. 3, 2016). 
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rigid inclusion of model provisions.  Many principles, guidelines, and 
concepts borrowed therefrom have been embedded in treaty negotiation 
and practice.  In this connection, global sourcing is deeply involved in 
adopting either the OECD Model or UN Model pending on specific 
advantages necessarily to be taken by China or its trading partners. 

Second, the evolution of tax treaties between OECD member 
countries and China witnesses a broader scope of source taxation, 
especially comparing those with non-OECD developing countries or 
countries with less sophisticated tax regimes.  This claim can be 
substantiated by provisions involving tightened compliance 
requirements, as well as the adoption of anti-abuse rules.126  This trend 
is worthy of closer observation.  Moreover, China’s economic growth 
may promote tax-treaty practices in some senses.  Based on 
approximately ¥11 trillion of tax revenue in 2013,127 China tends to be 
flexible yet aggressive in negotiating tax-treaty provisions. 

Third, a general reevaluation of China’s treaty position has begun 
based on China’s emergence as a growing capital exporter rather than a 
mere capital receiver or importer.  For example, Chinese manufacturers 
and OEMs have progressively transformed from mere manufacturing 
vendors to multifunctional commercial value providers, and such 
changes need immediate reflection in treaty renegotiation for the 
benefits of enlarged realizable margin.  One driver behind this change is 
China’s substantial foreign exchange reserves, which invites the use of 
conduits for Chinese capital to be reinvested in China via overseas 
investments.128  Another force is that multinational enterprises invested 
or controlled by Chinese financial firms have started investing abroad in 
a myriad of enticing acquisitions and profitable businesses, putting 
China at the front of international tax policy negotiations.  In terms of 
global sourcing, the majority of recent treaty renegotiations have 

 126. Such evolution can be seen in three recently completed amended Chinese tax treaties with 
the United Kingdom.  Protocol Amending the Agreement Between the Government of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the People’s Republic of China 
for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on 
Income and on Capital Gains, U.K.-China, Feb. 27, 2013, GR. BRIT. TS No. 2 (2014), (Cd. 8784); 
Agreement Between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and 
the Government of the People’s Republic of China for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the 
Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income and on Capital Gains, U.K.-China, June 
27, 2011, GR. BRIT. TS No. 1 (2014), (Cd. 8783); Agreement Between the Government of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Government of the People’s Republic of China 
for the Reciprocal Avoidance of Double Taxation on Revenues Arising from the Business of Air 
Transport, U.K.-China, Mar. 10, 1981, GR. BRIT. TS No. 7 (1982), (Cd. 8462). 
 127. NATIONAL BUREAU OF STATISTICS OF CHINA, CHINA STATISTICAL YEARBOOK (2013). 
 128. See Nargiza Salidjanova, China’s Foreign Exchange Reserves and Holdings of U.S. 
Securities, USCC ECON. ISSUE BRIEF, Mar. 21, 2014, at 4 (noting that Hong Kong is the top destination 
for Chinese FDI, accounting for over half of the total outflows in 2012, which suggests that Hong Kong 
is being used as a conduit for Chinese seeking to invest abroad). 
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removed the tax-sparing clause and reduced the withholding tax rate on 
direct dividends, which likely would give Chinese investors more shares 
of margin based on arrangements of produce value chain. 

Fourth, but not least, with China’s continuous reform in its system of 
tax law since 1994, especially after China became a WTO member 
country in 2001, and the enactment of the Enterprise Income Tax Law 
(EIT Law)129 in 2007, China’s tax treaties concluded thereafter exhibit 
striking differences from those agreed to in the 1980s and 1990s.  For 
example, general anti-abuse rules, CFC rules, and the abolition or 
removal of certain tax incentives were all directly raised in recent tax 
treaty negotiations and implementations.130  Again, this trend has made 
an impact on global sourcing, especially with regard to how to structure 
a transfer-pricing model without arousing sensitive anti-abuse rules. 

2. International Tax Policy Goals 

In terms of global sourcing, the fundamental goals of China’s 
international tax policy focuses on economic margin expansion for 
Chinese OEMs and manufacturers, and in turn serve Chinese economic 
growth and fiscal collection. 

First and foremost, the prevailing goal of any effort to reinforce 
revenue collection should be firmly sustained through product-value-
chain arrangement, especially under worldwide tax competition for 
highly mobilized capital.  This point is vital, as China labels itself a 
developing country and a capital receiver, and is gradually becoming a 
growing capital exporter.  Second, tax treaties should eliminate 
international double taxation and double non-taxation to assure that 
income from sourcing is taxed only once.  Third, tax treaties should 
reconcile contradictions or conflicts of interests between China and its 
treaty partners to properly distribute tax revenues arising from 
international sourcing activities.  In this regard, the tax treaties more 
serve the function of redistributing tax revenues.  Such reconciliation 
also factors in the negotiation and participation of other international 
treaties and protocols, such as those related to international trade.  

 129. Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Implementation of the Enterprise Income Tax 
(promulgated by the Nat’l People’s Congr., Mar. 16, 2007, effective Jan. 1, 2008), 2011 P.R.C. Laws 63 
(China). 
 130. For example, the recently concluded China–Netherlands tax treaty (effective as of Aug. 31, 
2014) incorporates relevant consideration into clauses on permanent establishments, dividends, interests 
and royalties, and capital gains on shares, which makes the Netherlands one of the most favourable 
holding jurisdictions for investments from and into China. See generally DELOITTE, TAX AND 
INVESTMENT IN CHINA 2016 at 10–15, 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Tax/dttl-tax-chinaguide-2016.pdf. 
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Fourth, but more noticeably, the implementation of tax treaties should 
be embedded efficiently—or, ideally, seamlessly—into China’s existing 
public administrative and judicial systems.  This goal is strategically 
crucial because China has been prioritizing unilateral measures for 
Chinese manufacturers and OEMs, such as tax credits and tax 
exemptions, which target the largest possible reduction of double 
taxation. 

The development of Chinese tax treaties originates from, and 
associates with the growth of, foreign direct investment into China for 
the “maturity process” of the whole tax system.131  Meanwhile, the 
general performance of foreign investment echoes and pressures global-
sourcing practice and product-value-chain arrangements, as long as 
brand companies and Chinese OEMs are contracting parties encouraging 
cross-border investments and capital movement.  Multinational 
corporations also take advantage of centralized management to arrange 
functional segmentation of resources and intra-firm sourcing strategy.  
Moreover, the patterns of tax treaties have heavily progressed over time, 
especially with regards to factoring in consideration for foreign direct 
investment,132 international trade turnover, and the balance of foreign 
trade and investment with particular trade partners or multilateral-treaty-
contracting States.  It is not at all surprising that the first few Chinese 
tax treaties were more a friendly gesture to foreign investors with 
receptive skeleton provisions.  The economic and distribution functions 
of these tax treaties were aimed at attracting foreign direct investment 
and anticipating investment security for investors from developed 
countries, especially OECD member countries.133  For example, early 
investors from Japan and the United States expected to place their 
investments in a tax-safe, stable, and predictable environment, with 
known tax rates for investment profits, the existence of tax-sparing 
clauses, and relevant tax dispute-resolution options. 

As China has gradually expanded its tax-treaty network to the other 
BRICS countries,134 transition economies, developing countries from 
Africa, Latin America, and Asia, and offshore financial centers such as 

 131. See generally Understanding China’s Double Tax Agreements, CHINA BRIEFING (Feb. 12, 
2014), http://www.china-briefing.com/news/2014/02/12/understanding-chinas-double-tax-
agreements.html. 
 132. See generally Ronald B. Davies, Tax Treaties, Renegotiations, and Foreign Direct 
Investment, 33 ECON. ANALYSIS & POL’Y 251 (2003) (discussing foreign direct-investment-related tax-
treaty considerations). 
 133. See generally Tsilly Dagan, The Tax Treaties Myth, 32 N.Y.U. J. INT’L. L. & POL. 939, 990–
95 (2000).  
 134. “BRICS” is the acronym for “Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa,” five major 
emerging markets.  Mike Cohen & Ilya Arkhipov, BRICS Nations Plan New Bank to Bypass World 
Bank, IMF, BLOOMBERG (Mar. 26, 2013), https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-03-25/brics-
nations-plan-new-bank-to-bypass-world-bank-imf. 
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the Cayman Islands, Bermuda, and the British Virgin Islands, China has 
prioritized protecting its outbound foreign direct investment through 
certain tax-treaty provisions and mutual information exchange 
agreements.  For example, Chinese international tax policy puts more 
thought into how to support Chinese OEMs and manufacturers 
transform into multifaceted, proactive providers, complete with value-
added functions.  A recent pattern is that earlier tax treaties with some 
OECD member countries have been renegotiated by incorporating 
stricter source-taxation rules and GAAR provisions.135  Accompanying 
such efforts, China’s State Administration of Taxation (SAT), the 
highest Chinese tax authority, has circulated key interpretative guides 
and made official rulings on tax-treaty provisions.  In addition, in the 
past five years, China has rushed into a few tax treaty amendments with 
major offshore financial centers (tax havens) to address information 
exchange, mainly due to fevered outbound Chinese capital flow through 
international securities markets and the related frenzied flow of money, 
in order to curb unjust enrichment from the appreciation of Chinese 
currency and the distortion of the real estate market. 

3. Management of Transfer Pricing Relating to Global-Sourcing Practice 

For global-sourcing-related policies on transfer pricing, Chinese tax 
treaties generally follow Article 9 of the OECD Model codifying the 
arm’s-length standard.  The two main regulations governing transfer 
pricing are the Implementing Regulations for the Enterprise Income Tax 
Law136 and the Detailed Rules for the Implementation of the 
Administration of Tax Collection Law.137  In addition to a few SAT 
circulars dealing with specific aspects of transfer pricing,138 the SAT 

 135. See Agreement between the People’s Republic of China and the Federal Republic of 
Germany for the Avoidance of Double Taxation with Respect to Taxes on Income and Capital, China-
Ger., 1475 U.N.T.S. 25120 (incorporating detailed clauses on information exchange, arts. 26 and 27; 
source-based tax collection, art. 28; and anti-avoidance, art. 29). 
 136. See Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on the Implementation of the Enterprise 
Income Tax Law (promulgated by the St. Council, Dec. 6, 2007, effective Jan. 1, 2008) INVEST IN 
CHINA, Dec. 6, 2007, http://www.fdi.gov.cn/1800000121_39_1563_0_7.html (China). 
 137. See Rules for the Implementation of the Law of the People's Republic of China on the 
Administration of Tax Collection (promulgated by the St. Council, Sept. 7, 2002, effective Oct. 15, 
2002) BIZ LAWS REGULATION, http://www.china.org.cn/business/laws_regulations/2007-
06/22/content_1214799.htm (China). 
 138. See generally Beginning of a New Era – SAT Issues New Transfer Pricing Compliance 
Requirements, NEWS FLASH: CHINA TAX AND BUS. ADVISORY, July 2016, 
https://www.pwchk.com/en/china-tax-news/chinatax-news-jul2016-21.pdf; OECD, TRANSFER PRICING 
GUIDELINES FOR MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES AND TAX ADMINISTRATIONS (2010).  As to additional 
circulars and notices released by SAT, see, e.g., STATE ADMIN. OF TAXATION, CHINA ADVANCE 
PRICING ARRANGEMENT ANNUAL REPORT 2011 (2011), 
http://www.gov.cn/gzdt/att/att/site1/20121226/782bcb888c4d1244fca001.pdf; see also Luis Coronado, 
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Trial Measures for Special Tax Adjustment139 are in the form of a 
circular, but have meaningful legal force in China.140  

Regarding pricing power and product-value-chain arrangement on 
margins, transfer pricing is uniquely important on interpreting details of 
the arm’s-length principle, which is codified in Article 41 of the EIT 
Law.141  Where a transaction between an enterprise and its related 
parties is not based on the arm’s-length principle, i.e., sourcing price 
designed by Chinese OEMs and overseas branding companies to take 
advantage of tax rates and source rules, thereby reducing the taxable 
income of the enterprise or its related parties, the tax authorities are 
authorized to make reasonable adjustments to the taxable income of the 
enterprise or its related parties.  Apart from the system of allocation 
based on the arm’s-length principle, the EIT Law permits the SAT to 
use “other reasonable methods” in certain circumstances.  Article 44 of 
the EIT Law provides that the tax authorities are authorized to assess the 
income of a taxpayer with regard to transactions with associated 
enterprises if the taxpayer fails to provide information on such 
transactions or provides false or incomplete information, in order to 
reflect the “true” circumstances of such transactions.142  Article 115 of 
the EIT Regulations allows the assessment to be based on any of the 
following methods: level of profit of the same or similar enterprises; 
costs of the enterprise plus reasonable expenses and profit margin; 
allocation of the overall profit of the corporate group in accordance with 
a reasonable ratio; or any other reasonable method.143 

Furthermore, there is no clarification in the EIT Regulations 
concerning what ratio of allocation is considered reasonable, what 

Travis Qiu & Chunyu Zhang, The SAT Released Bulletin 42 on 29 June 2016 on Related-Party 
Transactions Disclosure and Contemporaneous Transfer Pricing Documentation, IBFD (Dec. 15, 
2016), https://www.ibfd.org/IBFD-Tax-Portal/Topical-Analyses; IBFD, TRANSFER PRICING & DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION (Anuschka Bakker & Marc M. Levey eds., 2011); J. Li, Transfer Pricing Disputes in 
China, in RESOLVING TRANSFER PRICING DISPUTES: A GLOBAL ANALYSIS 634 (Eduardo Baistrocchi & 
Ian Roxan eds., 2013). 
 139. See generally Beginning of a New Era, supra note 138. 
 140. The legal validity of SAT circulars has been questioned by scholars.  See generally Wei Cui, 
What is the “Law” in Chinese Tax Administration?, 19 ASIA PAC. L. REV. 73 (2011) (respectfully 
arguing that, given the context of the current Chinese tax administration, the legal force of SAT circulars 
still dominates tax practice and the administration on transfer pricing). 
 141. Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Implementation of the Enterprise Income Tax 
(promulgated by the National People’s Congress, Mar. 16, 2007, effective Jan.1, 2008), art. 41, 2011 
P.R.C. Laws 63 (China). 
 142. Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Implementation of the Enterprise Income Tax 
(promulgated by the National People’s Congress, Mar. 16, 2007, effective Jan.1, 2008), art. 44, 2011 
P.R.C. Laws 63 (China). 
 143. Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on the Implementation of the Enterprise 
Income Tax Law (promulgated by China’s St. Council, Dec. 6, 2007, effective Jan. 1, 2008) INVEST IN 
CHINA, Dec. 6, 2007, art. 115, http://www.fdi.gov.cn/1800000121_39_1563_0_7.html (China). 
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factors may be used in determining the ratio or whether the profit of the 
corporate group is limited to that earned in China. 

Transfer-pricing rules apply to all forms of related-party transactions, 
such as product value chain within a multinational company, but 
questions exist whether the thin-capitalization rule is part of the transfer-
pricing rules.  In practice, tax authorities are authorized to reassess a 
taxpayer’s income by using either the arm’s-length principle or the thin-
capitalization rule.  Transfer-pricing rules are thus instrumental in 
determining the amount of taxable income of a taxpayer, and they are 
also regarded and used as specific anti-avoidance provisions. 

Transfer-pricing audits are challenging for multinational corporations 
that engage in global sourcing.  Bilateral and multilateral transfer-
pricing audits in China generally relate to determination of the amount 
paid or cost in transactions among associated enterprises or Chinese 
manufacturers.  The newly released SAT Bulletin 6 on Special Tax 
Investigation Adjustment and Mutual Agreement Procedures (SAT 
Bulletin 6),144 effective as of May 1, 2017, offers the latest official 
interpretative aid when reviewing transfer-pricing issues in China. 

For example, the 2009 SAT Circular on Transfer Pricing145 instructs 
provincial tax authorities to focus audits on situations where overseas 
losses are being shifted onshore and onshore profits are being shifted to 
tax havens.  For losses, under Article 29 of the Special Tax Adjustment 
Measures, enterprises that report losses in two or more consecutive 
years or companies that consistently expand their operations in China 
while maintaining low profits or sustaining losses will trigger transfer-
pricing audits.146 

Chinese auditors may also inspect and gather information through 
Chinese embassies or consulates in foreign countries, or conduct a field 
audit in a foreign jurisdiction.  For timing issues, Article 53 of the EIT 

 144. See China’s SAT Issues New Rules to Improve Administration of Special Tax Investigations 
and Mutual Agreement Procedures, GLOBAL TRANSFER PRICING ALERT, Apr. 6, 2017, 
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Tax/dttl-tax-global-transfer-pricing-
alert-17-012-6-april-2017.pdf. 
 145. Guoshuihan 2009 No. 363, Guan Yu Qiang Hua Kua Jing Guan Lian Jiao Yi Jian Kong He 
Diao Cha De Tong Zhi (关于强化跨境关联交易监控和调查的通知) [Notice on Strengthening the 
Supervision and Investigation of Cross-Border Related-Party Transactions] (promulgated by the St. 
Admin. Tax., July 6, 2009), art. 3,  
http://www.chinatax.gov.cn/n810341/n810765/n812166/n812627/c1188405/content.html  
(China) (translation by the author).  This circular was repealed by the SAT Bulletin 6 and incorporates 
similar transfer pricing measures as SAT Bulletin 6. 
 146. See Guoshuihan 2009 No. 2, Guo Jia Shui Wu Zong Ju Guan Yu Yin Fa Te Bie Na Shui 
Diao Zheng Shi Shi Ban Fa (Shi Xing) De Tong Zhi (Bu Fen Shi Xiao) (国家税务总局关于印发 特别

纳税调整实施办法(试行) 的通知 (部分失效)) [Notice of the State Administration of Taxation on 
Issuing the Measures for the Implementation of Special Tax Adjustments (for Trial Implementation)] 
(promulgated by the St. Admin. Tax., Jan. 8, 2009), art. 29, 
http://www.lawinfochina.com/display.aspx?lib=law&id=7493&CGid=  (China).  
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Law requires enterprises in China to adopt the calendar year as their 
taxation year.147  Many enterprises have their audited financial report 
finalized only in the first quarter of the following year. 

4. Transfer Pricing for Intra-Group Services 

Multinational corporations dynamically engage intra-group services 
for establishing transfer-pricing arrangements and increasing cross-
border capital mobility for achieving additional margins.  In this 
connection, SAT has implemented more stringent requirements and 
issued a draft Circular titled “The Discussion Draft on The 
Implementation Measures of Special Tax Adjustments” (the Draft 
Circular) in September 2015,148 which affirms the threshold for Chinese 
taxpayers or affiliates of multinational corporations to prepare three-tier, 
contemporaneous transfer-pricing documentation: a master file, a local 
file, and a country-by-country file as needed. 

For the key requirement of the local file, SAT expects it to disclose 
the following: more detailed and rigorous analysis on valuation chain 
creation analysis on related intercompany transactions; overall business 
operation flow; product and cash flow of multinational corporations; 
consolidated financial statements and all individual financial statement 
for each entity participating in the overall business transaction within the 
multinational group; allocation methods and result of global profits; and 
information on FDI and equity transfer within a multinational 
corporation’s group.149 

More important, multinational corporations involved in intra-group 
services, cost-sharing agreements, or thin-capitalization schemes must 
prepare a “special issues” file for intra-group services, especially 
processing trade and global-sourcing services.  Accordingly, 
multinational corporations should be able to complete a whole package 
of tasks, including: disclosing copies of relevant intra-group services 
agreements; delineating the covered services and billing details; 
identifying and allocating service costs; selecting specific transfer-

 147. Law of the People’s Republic of China on the Implementation of the Enterprise Income Tax 
(promulgated by the National People’s Congress, Mar. 16, 2007, effective Jan.1, 2008), art. 53, 2011 
P.R.C. Laws 63 (China). 
 148. See Discussion Draft of “Implementation Measures of Special Tax Adjustment” Released by 
the China’s State Administration of Taxation, DELOITTE (Sep. 21, 2015), 
http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/jp/Documents/tax/it/jp-it-tax-analysis-china-
21september2015-en.pdf. 
 149. See Discussion Draft of Revised Chinese Transfer Pricing Rules Requires Local File, Master 
File, Special Issues File, and CbCR, TAX INSIGHTS FROM TRANSFER PRICING, Oct. 8, 2015, at 3–4, 
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/tax/newsletters/pricing-knowledge-network/assets/pwc-discussion-draft-of-
revised-chinese-transfer-pricing-rules.pdf (discussing detailed requirements of local file). 
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pricing methods to prove validity of the pricing; and revealing 
information about any cost sharing arrangement and thin capitalization. 

Accordingly, the focused issue of intra-group services is whether the 
service fees paid and/or received by Chinese subsidiaries should follow 
the arm’s-length method.  A further issue to tackle is whether 
management fees and service commissions should be charged because 
Chinese subsidiaries may benefit from such services.  As a result, the 
benefit test or necessity test should be applied to determine whether such 
services are truly needed by the Chinese subsidiary, and whether such 
services are remunerated through transfer-pricing policies already 
established with related party transactions. 

For global-sourcing practice and product value chain, there are a few 
special issues to watch for to better implement the new Draft Circular.  
First, global-sourcing practice within a multinational corporation should 
pass a validation requirement known as an authenticity test to ensure the 
reasonableness of allocation schemes that SAT finds hard to verify or is 
unlikely to fully accept evidence of substantiation provided by 
subsidiaries.  Moreover, SAT recommends disclosing in the Master File 
the global transfer-pricing policies, methods, and amount assigned to 
each subsidiary as comparable.  Second, global product-value-chain 
arrangements must provide clarity regarding intra-group payments for 
royalties or technical services fee, in that technology licensing 
arrangements may incorporate service terms of technical assistance, 
which requires different tax treaty interpretation.  Third and more 
important, product value chain should disclose the value creation 
process and contribution scheme for SAT’s review and confirmation.  
Therefore, in addition to traditional OECD guideline methods, the new 
SAT Draft Circular recommends a value contribution allocation method 
(VCAM) which is in line with value creation approach under OECD’s 
Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Action Plan. 150  Multinational 
corporations should submit reasonable formulae to calculate the impact 
of value-creation activities on overall revenue, such as assets, cost, 
revenue, headcount, and consistency. 

For intra-group transfer-pricing audits, the issues center on definition 
of cost pools, consistency between business reality, and inter-company 
agreements.  Therefore, for companies employing a product value chain, 
the selection of allocation methods and transfer-pricing policies receives 
more attention, especially when service fees may be reclassified as 
royalty payments leading to significant withholding tax and corporate 
income tax adjustments under tax treaties.  At present, it is still unknown 

 150. See INT’L TAX REVIEW, CHINA LOOKING AHEAD 20 (6th ed., 2015), 
https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2015/12/China-Looking-Ahead-ITR-201512.pdf 
(discussing the meaning of VCAM). 
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whether the lack of reliable comparable companies in developing 
countries gives an edge to SAT to potentially allocate more profits to 
Chinese entities than to other benchmarking companies. 

B. Anticorruption Considerations of Global-Sourcing Practice 

1. The New Wave of Anticorruption Campaign in China 

Corruption in commercial and foreign investment areas is by no 
means a newfangled challenge plaguing public faith and hindering 
integrity in the Chinese business environment.  It is a modest, 
inescapable reflection of a social climate which has flourished alongside 
China’s focus on market-economy construction and encouraged 
overseas investment.  Different from other sectors, detriments of 
corruption in commercial and investment areas are widespread and 
hideous, and greatly undervalue returns and investments for the long-
term nourishment of society. 

Global-sourcing practice has been a notorious hotbed for corruption 
for decades, mostly through the manipulation of classic countertrade 
approaches with non-cash compensation and by conspiring with 
government officials for undue benefits.  The political and social 
environment since 2013 has imposed maneuvers and controls as part of 
a nationwide anticorruption crusade advanced by Central Commission 
for Discipline Inspection (CCDI) and China’s central leader, President 
Xi Jinping.151  Since Xi assumed Communist Party of China (CPC) core 
leadership in November 2012, Xi initiated waves of anticorruption 
campaigns, particularly against government officials who have 
considerable discretion over determinants of economic activity and 
resource allocation.  In the most recent round of anticorruption 
campaigns, Xi advocated that authorities—especially CCDI—chase 
“tigers” (high-level officials) and beat “flies” (low-level officials)152 to 
demonstrate the seriousness of the central leadership’s commitment to 
fight corruption.  Chinese policymakers and central leadership also share 
a consensus that corruption embedded in various hierarchical levels 
constitutes a formidable obstacle to government accountability and hurts 
continued economic growth, the percentage of which has plummeted to 
6.9% annual growth in 2015, the lowest annual improvement since the 

 151. See generally Nancy Qian & Jaya Wen, The Impact of Xi Jinping’s Anti-Corruption 
Campaign on Luxury Imports in China (Apr. 20, 2015), 
http://aida.wss.yale.edu/~nq3/NANCYS_Yale_Website/resources/papers/QianWen_20150403.pdf.  
 152. See Daniel C.K. Chow, How China’s Crackdown on Corruption Has Led to Less 
Transparency in the Enforcement of China’s Anti-Bribery Law, 49 UC DAVIS L. REV 685, 687 (2015). 
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1990s.153 
In China, corruption is generally perceived as the abuse of public 

office or privileges for private gains.154  However, the interpretation of 
just what constitutes “corruption” in the modern Chinese context is 
conceptualized in different approaches as a definitional issue.  In China, 
the most common notions of corruption are fubai and tanwu.  The 
former is broader and translated into English as “rotten,” or 
“decaying,”155 while the latter is common to economic or westernized 
senses and refers to actual rule breaking, such as bribery and 
embezzlement,156 which might be more evident in global-sourcing 
practice.  As opposed to other countries, Chinese authorities target not 
only allegedly corrupted officials or entrepreneurs, but also their 
relatives, and label extramarital affairs157 or sex-based bribes as 
instances of corruption in China. 

A central dilemma for almost all jurisdictions looking to secure a 
healthy and robust environment for investment and commercial 
activities is the balance of combatting corruption while maintaining 
power.  Before Xi took over, periodic anticorruption campaigns 
launched in China against corrupt officials displayed a similar pattern: a 
few low-profile, local officials were selectively penalized with heavy 
sentences to warn other incumbent officials.  Therefore, a close watch 
over the development of balance between corruption and 
countermeasures since the late 1970s reveals that China’s rapid 
transformation from planned, centered economy to market, open 
economy stimulated the emergence of corruption.  Economic reforms 
and experimental policies provided ample opportunities for corruption 
and profiteering to flourish while institutional, administrative, and legal 
fundamentals lagged to certain extents.  Previous cycles of crackdowns 
on corruption largely resolved into cosmetic hype, and failed to provide 
meaningful deterrence and punishment.158 

Particularly, in the most recent round of anticorruption efforts, CCDI, 
as China’s highest graft-buster, has been tasked and assigned with the 

 153. See generally Mark Magnier, China’s Economic Growth in 2015 Is Slowest in 25 Years, 
WALL ST. J. (Jan. 19, 2016), http://www.wsj.com/articles/china-economic-growth-slows-to-6-9-on-year-
in-2015-1453169398. 
 154. See generally Leslie Holmes, Combating Corruption in China: The Role of the State and 
Other Agencies in Comparative Perspective, 3 ECON. & POL. STUD. 42 (2015). 
 155. See id. at 44. 
 156. See id. 
 157. See Qingli Meng & Paul C. Friday, Corruption in Transitional China—From a 
Criminological Perspective, in MAJOR PROBLEMS OF CONTEMPORARY CRIMINAL LAW, CRIMINOLOGY 
AND VICTIMOLOGY 711–24 (V. Konarska & J. Lachowski eds., 2008) (quoting Qianwei Zhu, 
Reorientation and Prospect of China’s Combat Against Corruption, 49 CRIME L. & SOC. CHANGE 81 
(2008)). 
 158. Id. 
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broad mandate to conduct investigations and disseminate stationed 
investigative teams to various ministries including large state-owned 
enterprises such as Sinopec or PetroChina.159  A tough yet popular 
approach undertaken by CCDI is the shuanggui scheme, through which 
suspects of corruption, especially government officials, are summoned 
and interrogated for confession at designated time slots and locations.160 

Additionally, CCDI also must deal with the complicated issue of who 
investigates or monitors CCDI if it abuses power or becomes corrupted.  
Meanwhile, CCDI issued and strictly enforced a series of new 
regulations and protocols against extravagant practices and lifestyles.  
An evident indicator is the sharp decline of sales and importation of 
luxury items, known to be popular as gifts in exchange for official 
favors or personal gains, and even the gambling revenue in Macau has 
sharply decreased.161  Moreover, a forceful tenet of Xi’s anticorruption 
campaigns is to embrace transparency and accountability through 
educational programs for the public, especially Internet users.  For 
example, CCDI set up and publicized a designated website to encourage 
the anonymous reporting, accusation, and exposure of suspicious 
corruption or corrupted officials. 

In summary, the recent anticorruption campaign advocated and 
enforced by Xi and CCDI used diverse methods to achieve increased 
transparency and efficiency.  First, China has promulgated a series of 
new laws and regulations to buttress and cultivate the judicial prong of 
anticorruption efforts, in addition to enhancing administrative quality of 
government bureaucracies and promoting a social atmosphere against 
corruption.  Second, enforcement of those new laws, regulations, and 
detailed CPC discipline protocols has been austere and stern.  The 
enforcement protocols swept through almost every significant 
governmental sector, as well as industries for economic development 
such as banking, capital markets, higher education, finance, food safety 
governance, healthcare, real estate, and resources and energy.  Third, the 
CCDI through media of all forms made it clear that officials should 
remain vigilant, honest, and independent in performing and executing 
duties, as authorities intend to severely punish those committing 
corruption in the height of crackdown,162 including senior officials, 

 159. See Dingding Chen, China’s Anti-Corruption Campaign Enters Phase Two, DIPLOMAT 
(July. 2, 2015), http://thediplomat.com/2015/07/chinas-anti-corruption-campaign-enters-phase-two/. 
 160. See Keith Zhai, Communist Party Seeks to Reform Its “Shuanggui” Anti-corruption 
Investigations, SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST (Nov. 21, 2013), 
http://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/1361851/communist-party-seeks-reform-anti-corruption-
investigations (discussing rampant movement on anti-corruption). 
 161. See Chow, supra note 152, at 688. 
 162. See generally Tianlong Lawrence Hu, The Politics of the Drive Against Corruption, U. 
WORLD NEWS (Jan. 8, 2016), 
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leaders of public universities, and senior intellectuals or faculty, who in 
some senses are looped into the party system and therefore are subject to 
CCDI jurisdiction. 

This progress signals China’s commitment to combating corruption in 
all sectors.  Detailed interpretation and enforcement of new laws and 
regulations also signals improved transparency.  It is expected that that 
incumbent senior management of multinational corporations would 
subscribe to stricter behavior codes with awareness of China’s 
anticorruption goals of improving transparency and solidifying political 
stability. 

2. Strengthened Legal Measures for Anticorruption 

Even as the post-2013 unparalleled toughness of anticorruption 
crackdown in China is unprecedented, the recent wave of anticorruption 
crusade should not be considered merely a political purge that will ebb 
once the current leadership loses power.  Moreover, despite criticism of 
the certain selective approach to enforcement and charges of lacking 
judicial transparency, this article praises Chinese leaders’ grit, will, and 
determination in curbing corruption.  It also submits that such 
anticorruption efforts improve the rule of law in China, which is also 
reflected in President Xi’s reform agenda.163 

The legal framework of anticorruption is a comprehensive and 
multifaceted undertaking by the Chinese government, and legal 
flexibility of anticorruption enforcement is quite broad.  To illustrate, a 
wide variety of bribery-related activity is punished: bribes to 
government officials; bribes to or given by a natural person; bribery in 
exchange of improper benefits; bribe taking; bribes to non-government 
officials; bribes to or given by legal persons, such as companies, 
associations, or other entities; and bribery in exchange of business 
opportunities and competitive advantages.  The legal consequence of 
such strong anticorruption is voluminously covered in China’s legal 
code system, as well, and liabilities imposed therein are extensive.164  In 
particular, criminal liability includes imprisonment of individual 
offender or executives of an offending enterprise, and there are no limits 
on the amount of criminal fines in addition to criminal sanctions.  
Administrative liability covers administrative fines, forfeiture of 

http://www.universityworldnews.com/article.php?story=20160105132631220 (discussing the area of 
higher education two which the CCDI paid unprecedented attention). 
 163. See generally LIN Laifan, The Chinese Model of the Rule of Law, 10 FRONTIERS OF L. IN 
CHINA 657 (2015). 
 164. See generally Daniel Chow, The Interplay Between China’s Anti-Bribery Laws and the 
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 73 Ohio. St. L.J. 1015, 1034–35 (2012). 
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unlawful profits generated from bribery activities, and administrative 
sanctions.  Moreover, a corruption conviction carries with it other 
consequences such as prohibition from government procurement, 
reputation damage, and other collateral litigation. 

The National People’s Congress of China recently passed and 
released the ninth amendment (Ninth Amendment) to the Criminal Law 
of the People’s Republic of China 2015 (2015 Criminal Law),165 
labeling and toughening-up anticorruption rules to be among the strictest 
in the world.  Various judicial and administrative authorities also have 
issued or updated new rules to advance executive procedures, 
compliance, accountability, seasonable disclosure, record keeping, de-
administration, transparency, and interagency communications, covering 
both official bribery and commercial bribery,166 both of which relates to 
global sourcing to large extents.  In particular, in addition to increasing 
the criminal fines applicable to individuals, the 2015 Criminal Law 
criminalizes the act of giving bribes to retired officials of influence, as 
well as to persons who are not themselves serving or retired government 
officials but who may be in a position to exert influence thereon.167  
Further, the 2015 Criminal Law restricts the circumstances in which 
sentences for bribery offenses can be mitigated or exempted for self-
reporting.168 

Previously, bribe payers could alleviate penalty or be discharged from 
criminal liability if they voluntarily admitted their crimes before being 
prosecuted.  However, under the Ninth Amendment, eligibility for 

 165. See Baker Mckenzie, Anti-Graft Reform in China: Ninth Amendment to the PRC Criminal 
Law Imposes Tougher Sanctions on Corruption, CLIENT ALERT, Sept. 2015, 
http://f.datasrvr.com/fr1/115/56598/2015-413.pdf. 
 166. See Chow, supra note 164, at 1017–18. 
 167. See Article 390A of Criminal Law of People’s Republic of China, effective as of November 
1, 2015,  stipulating that “whoever, for the purpose of seeking illicit benefits, offers bribe to any close 
relative of an employee of a state functionary or any other person who has a close relationship with the 
said employee of the state authority, or any dismissed employee of a state authority or any of his or her 
close relatives or any other person who has a close relationship with the said employee shall be 
sentenced to imprisonment of not more than three years or criminal detention in addition to a fine; if 
there is any serious circumstance or any serious loss has been caused to the national interest, shall be 
sentenced to imprisonment of not less than three years but not more than seven years in addition to a 
fine; or if there is any other especially serious circumstance or any especially serious loss has been 
caused to the national interest, shall be sentenced to imprisonment of not less than seven years but not 
more than ten years in addition to a fine.”  Zhong Hua Ren Min Gong Ge Guo Xing Fa Xiu Zheng An 
(Jiu) (中华人民共和国刑法修正案(九)) [Amendment (IX) to the Criminal Law of the People's 
Republic of China] (promulgated by Standing Comm. Nat’l People’s Cong., Aug. 29, 2015), art. 46, 
http://www1.lawinfochina.com/display.aspx?id=19864&lib=law (China) [hereinafter Amendment IX]. 
 168. See Article 390 of Criminal Law of People’s Republic of China, effective as of November 1, 
2015, (“The briber who actively confesses to his or her crime before being prosecuted may be given a 
lighter or mitigated penalty. Whoever commits a relatively minor crime and plays a crucial role in 
resolving an important case or has any major meritorious performance may be given a lighter penalty or 
be exempt from penalty.”). Amendment IX, supra note 167, art. 45. 
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reduced penalties presumes that the offense must be relatively 
inconsequential, and the bribe payer must either confess crucial 
information leading to a successful investigation of others in a 
significant case or contribute to the investigation in a meaningful 
way.169  Also, prior to the Ninth Amendment, criminal bribery fines 
were prescribed principally against corporate offenders, instead of 
individuals.  However, the Ninth Amendment expanded the application 
of criminal fines for the offense of giving a bribe to include certain 
individual offenders: individuals bribing non-government officials 
(Article 164); individuals bribing government officials (Article 390); 
and individuals brokering bribery to government officials (Article 
392).170 

While it has been a crime to receive a bribe since 2009, the 2015 
Criminal Law for the first time criminalizes bribing a person who may 
exert influence on a current or former government official.  The Ninth 
Amendment aims to thwart nepotism exercised by government officials, 
incumbent or retired, from accepting or soliciting bribes through their 
“inner circle” of relationships.  In particular, for an official bribery 
offense where offenders intentionally provide property to a “state work 
official” in return for improper gains or benefits, the amount involved 
therein should exceed certain prescribed threshold.  Penalties in this 
connection range from temporary criminal detention up to life 
imprisonment in addition to confiscation of illegal gains.171  The 2015 
Criminal Law empowers local courts with extensive discretion in 
sentencing individuals since it fails to delineate a scheme for fines 
calculation.  Accordingly, the range of criminal fines imposed on an 
individual bribe payer is quite unpredictable and potentially 
consequential. 

In addition to the general upgrading of criminal law and measures, a 
few of China’s judicial authorities and industry regulators have issued 

 169. See id. 
 170. Paragraph 1 of Article 164 of the Criminal Law was amended to read: “Whoever gives any 
property to a staff member of a company, an enterprise or any other entity for any illicit benefit shall be 
sentenced to imprisonment of not more than three years or criminal detention in addition to a fine if the 
amount of property is relatively large; or be sentenced to imprisonment of not less than three years but 
not more than ten years in addition to a fine if the amount of property is huge.”  Amendment IX, supra 
note 167, art. 10.  Paragraph 1 of Article 392 of the Criminal Law is amended to read: “Whoever 
introduces bribery to any employee of a state authority shall be sentenced to imprisonment of not more 
than three years or criminal detention in addition to a fine if the circumstances are serious.”  Id. art. 10. 
 171. For example, according to Article 383(3) of the new Criminal Law, “If the amount involved 
in the corruption is especially huge or there is any other especially serious circumstance, the convict 
shall be sentenced to imprisonment of not less than ten years or life imprisonment in addition to a fine or 
forfeiture of property; or if the amount involved is especially huge and especially material losses have 
been caused to the interests of the state or the public, the convict shall be sentenced to life imprisonment 
or death penalty and a forfeiture of property.  Id. art. 44. 
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rules for improving government record-keeping, tightening interagency 
communications, enabling background checks, and increasing 
transparency.  These efforts will further clarify the uniformity and 
transparency elements of the upgraded rule of law.  In particular, 
China’s Supreme People’s Procuratorate issued the Provisions of the 
Supreme People’s Procuratorate on Bribery Case File Inquiry 2013, 
which publicizes criminal records of those convicted of bribery.172  The 
State Administration for Industry and Commerce (SAIC) issued the 
Interim Provisions on the Disclosure of the Information on 
Administrative Punishments concerning Industrial and Commercial 
Administration 2014, which requires the basic information of parties and 
their corruption offenses to be uploaded to the SAIC’s newly launched 
online platform within 20 working days after an SAIC administrative 
penalty is released.173  In addition, China’s top healthcare authority, the 
National Healthcare and Family Planning Commission, promulgated the 
Regulation on the Establishment of Commercial Bribery Records in 
Medical Device and Pharmaceutical Sales and Purchase Areas 2013, 
which obliges local healthcare regulators to preserve bribery records of 
business operators who receive criminal or administrative penalties for 
giving bribes to healthcare institutions, and bans convicted business 
operatives from selling products to public-financed or state-owned 
hospitals.174 

Through new legislation and strict enforcement that deals specifically 
with official graft and corruption from both demand and supply sides, 
there is no doubt that greater transparency is expected in corruption 
crackdown, which will only fortify the public’s confidence in its 
officials.  The central government also makes clear through social 
propaganda its firm intention to further punish government 
corruption.175  Moreover, new legislation such as the Ninth Amendment 

 172. Provisions of the Supreme People's Procuratorate on Inquiries about the Archives on the 
Crime of Offering Bribes (promulgated by the Procuratorial Comm. Supreme People's Procuratorate, 
Jan. 16, 2013, effective Jan. 16, 2013), http://en.pkulaw.cn/display.aspx?cgid=194542&lib=law (China). 
 173. Interim Provisions on the Publication of Information about Administrative Punishments 
Imposed by Administrative Authorities for Industry and Commerce, (promulgated by Administrative 
Authorities for Industry and Commerce, Oct. 1, 2014, effective Oct. 1, 2014), 
http://en.pkulaw.cn/Display.aspx?lib=law&Cgid=232064 (China). 
 174. See generally John Tan, Amy Yang & Crystal Xu, China Issues New Regulations 
Prohibiting Commercial Bribery in the Health Care Industry, REED SMITH: LIFE SCI. LEGAL UPDATE 
(Jan. 30, 2014),  
https://www.reedsmith.com/en/perspectives/2014/01/china-issues-new-regulations-prohibiting-
commercia/ (discussing the  details of Regulation on the Establishment of Commercial Bribery Records 
in Medical Device and Pharmaceutical Sales and Purchase Areas, especially addressing the blacklist 
mechanism). 
 175. See generally China President Plans to Strengthen Anti-Corruption Campaign, JURIST (Jan. 
6, 2017), http://www.jurist.org/paperchase/2017/01/china-president-plans-to-strengthen-anti-corruption-
campaign.php. 
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provide detailed and tailored explanations of legal terms and thresholds 
which are not covered in prior legislation. 

One problem with the new system is the dual track of CCDI and 
judicial systems which handle two different types of cases.  On one 
hand, cases involving commercial stakes or slight fines usually are 
handled by the judicial system, such as the recent GSK case;176 on the 
other hand, cases entailing high-level government officials are first 
screened or filtered by CCDI before they are moved for due criminal 
procedure.  It is without merit to conduct anticorruption cases in this 
dual-track manner.  On one hand, it reduces public attention to certain 
low-profile cases; on the other hand, CCDI may have too much 
discretion and flexibility in furthering investigation against some high-
profile cases. 

Most importantly, however, the anticorruption movement enforced by 
Chinese central government signals its commitments to constructing a 
rule of law.  As President Xi Jinping called for the rule of law and 
comprehensively established reform, the fourth plenary session of the 
eighteenth CPC Central Committee adopted Major Issues Concerning 
Comprehensively Advancing Rule of Law,177 showing that the legal 
system supports the government’s political authority.  The principles 
and tenets of anticorruption should be enshrined in a jurisprudential 
manner, honoring the rule of law.178  The very measures the CPC and 
CCDI promote in corruption crackdown—such as transparency, 
independence, uniformity, and procedural justice—all unify the same 
mandates of the rule of law: certainty, consistency, equitability, and 
clarity.  Moreover, focus on anticorruption reinstates the general 
public’s faith in the government’s uniformity, impartiality, and 
commitment to due process.  Crackdown on corruption echoes a CPC 
ideology of the importance of the “rule of virtue” in solidifying political 
legacy and proclaiming fair competition, creditability, self-respect, and 
cooperation with government.  Without doubt, anticorruption upholds 
the “rule of virtue” and justifies the ideology of rule of law—a concept 
fundamental from ancient Chinese customs which used rhetoric of the 

 176. See generally Chow, supra note 152 (discussing in detail commercial corruption and the 
impact of the GSK case to multinational corporations operating in China). 
 177. See Communique of the 4th Plenary Session of the 18th Central Committee of CPC, 
CHINA.ORG.CN (Dec. 2, 2014),  http://yjbys.com/jiuyezhidao/news/693759.html. 
 178. See id. (describing major goals: “to improve the socialist system of laws with Chinese 
characteristics, at the heart of which is the Constitution, and strengthen the implementation of the 
Constitution; to thoroughly advance the administration of government on the basis of the law and 
accelerate our efforts to build a rule of law government; to ensure judicial impartiality and improve 
judicial credibility; to strengthen the notion of the rule of law among all Chinese people and drive 
forward the development of a rule of law society; to raise the level of competence of rule of law 
professionals; and to strengthen and improve the Party's leadership over efforts to comprehensively 
advance the law-based governance of the country.”).  

 

http://yjbys.com/jiuyezhidao/news/693759.html
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rule of law to legitimize government.  In similar fashion, anticorruption 
from both central and marginal approaches substantiates traditional and 
modern rule of law conceptions. 

C. Due Diligence for Global-Sourcing Practice 

Conducting due diligence on contractual manufacturing is a basic yet 
far-reaching element of global-sourcing practice.  Each of the three 
components of product value chain would not generate margins without 
a competent due diligence and robust understanding of the whole 
sourcing process.  When sourcing from Chinese manufacturers and 
OEMs, brand companies and product management companies may face 
entirely distinctive challenges or rewards with respect to due diligence.  
In terms of gradually strengthening straightforward review and outlining 
requirements for legal compliance, monitored by Chinese government 
for curbing corruption and cultivating commercial integrity, there are 
various goals that multinational corporations should set and accomplish. 

First, a sourcing agent or multinational corporation should tailor itself 
as a local customer when conducting sourcing due diligence.  For the 
most part, fraudulent suppliers or vendors would be reluctant to take the 
risks of cheating a local Chinese company in the same industry, 
especially due to the much lower costs for a local plaintiff to sue for 
deceitful behavior.  More importantly, Chinese suppliers are much less 
willing to be entangled in lawsuits in their home market because losses 
derived from ruined business reputation usually outweigh short-term, 
petty benefits earned therefrom.  The motivation behind this appears 
economic, but actually carries fundamental legal implications in that it 
proactively dodges possible lawsuits arising from involvement with 
inferior suppliers. 

Second, a competent global-sourcing practice would hold back 
complete trust in any counterparts before making meaningful moves, 
such as baiting suppliers with small orders or free trial of services.  
Legal counsel plays a key role here, as counsel represents clients up 
front, conducting due diligence following a thorough and standardized 
process.  Moreover, it is quite important and worthwhile to build up 
experience and understanding of scenarios potentially involving fraud; 
staging the buyer as the seller is a good technique to do so.  Given over 
three decades of reform of business registration and compliance in 
China, global-sourcing practice should trust and credit government 
resources by default, in part due to legal counsels’ freedom to fully 
access and use public records. 

Third, it would be legally wise to adopt lessons from competitors or 
follow settled precedents when dealing with Chinese manufacturers and 
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OEMs.  Although it is well known that foreign sourcing activities 
usually receive preferential judicial protection at the national level, the 
formulae and rationales employed in judicial precedents in local 
jurisdictions would be of special reference value for remedying losses or 
averting risks. 

Fourth, but not least, global sourcing due diligence proponents should 
concentrate on obtaining as many paper records of operations of Chinese 
OEMs and manufacturers as possible, and to think twice about their 
contents.  This does not mean discredit the trustworthiness of legitimate 
documents in general or any due legal protection; rather, this practice 
anticipates the shortage of accurate methods of measuring suppliers’ 
sales or productivity.  In many cases, companies should engage a trading 
agent in China.  Trading agents in China are engaged for commissions 
and offer the advantage of familiarity with local practices, but their 
behavior and history should be closely monitored for any unauthorized 
subcontracting or buried lawsuits. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The development of global-sourcing practice and the evolution of 
global product value chains are in a critical stage with unprecedented 
issues posed by global segmentation of manufacturing and intra-group 
services within multinational corporations.  China has gradually 
solidified a dominant position as the largest mass-production country 
and eventually seeks to expand its engagement to higher-end and more 
value-added services.  It, therefore, is an essential partner for companies 
engaging in global-sourcing and product-value-chain planning.  On one 
hand, global-sourcing development needs a soft landing by 
compromising interests and conflicts of all sources, which demand a 
modern sourcing regime.  On the other hand, after two decades of 
development, product-value-chain creation and evolvements have 
entered into a new stage that requires rechecking and regrouping of all 
business functions, while original initiatives of strengthening fixed 
stereotypes will likely not properly serve the global need for capital 
mobility and cross-border infrastructure renovation. 

China’s ambition to expand overseas investment and to improve its 
international position from a passive norm-taker to being a driver of the 
discourse in various international arenas encourages more forceful 
reforms in many fields to better serve legal solutions of new issues in 
global sourcing.  These reforms include transfer-pricing arrangements, 
China’s anticorruption efforts, due diligence review, intellectual 
property protection, technology transfer, and workplace safety and labor 
protection.  Such efforts in discovering and resolving new legal issues 
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again continue to be one of the focal areas for multinational corporations 
and Chinese legislators.  Indeed, the international framework of global-
sourcing coordination and multi-jurisdictional cooperation create further 
layers of incentives and necessity for China to fine-tune its domestic 
sourcing-related legal framework, ranging from promotion of free-trade 
zones, renegotiation of outdated tax treaty articles, more active 
participation in consequential overseas investments, and acknowledging 
international dispute resolution. 

  


